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A MESSAGE FROM

THE SENATOR
April 30, 1975 marks the fall of Saigon and the end of the Vietnam War and, for the

Vietnamese-Canadian Community, the beginning of a long and treacherous journey in pursuit of freedom. On this day, the communist forces defeated the American-backed, democratic government in South Vietnam, setting in motion a number of devastating events
including the loss of loved ones, livelihoods and, perhaps most importantly, freedom. Over
2 millions were forced to flee their homeland in search of liberation from the newly instituted authoritarian regime or face the possibility of persecution, prison or re-education
camp. Those who decided to flee often left in over-crowded, decrepit boats, where they
encountered dangers such as pirates, dehydration, disease, starvation, and storms. These
people, commonly referred to as “Boat People,” risked their lives on the open seas in search
of hope—hope for freedom, democracy, and a bright future for themselves and those
thereafter. Hundreds of thousands of boat people were fortunate enough to resettle in
Australia, Europe, and North America. Canadians graciously welcomed 120 000 refugees.
Today, we boast a strong, thriving Vietnamese-Canadian community that has become part
of our multicultural mosaic now commemorating 40 years since the Vietnamese refugee
settlement in Canada.
Since its transition to a socialist republic, Vietnam has been oppressed by a one-party communist regime. Citizens who peacefully speak out and call for legal reforms are detained,
imprisoned, and even tortured. This past year, human rights standards in Vietnam have
continued to deteriorate as a result of human rights violations. The people of Vietnam are
currently ruled by an authoritarian government and governed by a vaguely worded constitution that deprives citizens of their rights and freedoms, including the freedoms of expression, peaceful assembly, and worship.
As the first Canadian senator of Vietnamese descent and an advocate for human rights, I am
exceptionally proud of Canada’s efforts in raising awareness about the ongoing violation
of human rights in Vietnam. It is part of my personal mandate that the people of Canada
be made aware of the injustices and violations occurring daily in Vietnam. I am therefore
pleased to present the 2014 Vietnam Human Rights Report, an indepth examination of the current human rights situation in Vietnam. This booklet will provide an accurate overview of the justice
system, the government, and violations in Vietnam today. After
the remarkable work by the first group of interns from my office
last year, this year’s interns have continued to dedicate their efforts
to writing this booklet. I would like to thank Tiffany Dang, Timothy
Doan, Lisa Huyen, Julie Nguyen, Phuong Truong, Frederic Vo-Van,
and Tracy Vu for their diligence, enthusiasm, and tireless work in
researching and putting together this booklet. Without their efforts, this would not have been possible. By publishing this booklet, I wish to be able to reach out to the youth of Canada, who hold
the potential to continue to advocate for change in Vietnam. I urge
you to pick up the torch, for the future is in your hands.

The Honourable Senator Thanh Hai Ngo

“All human beings, whatever their cultural or
historical background, suffer when they are
intimidated, imprisoned or tortured . . . .
We must, therefore, insist on a global
consensus, not only on the need to respect
human rights worldwide, but also on the
definition of these rights . . . for it is the
inherent nature of all human beings to yearn
for freedom, equality and dignity, and they
have an equal right to achieve that.”
- Tenzin Gyatso, the 14th Dalai Lama
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INTRODUCTION
In the 2012–2013 Vietnam Human Rights Report, readers were able to see the
veracity of accounts of human rights violations in Vietnam. A thorough analysis
of the historical context, including the period after the French occupation and
the rise of the Vietnamese communist regime, explained the background behind
Vietnam’s development struggles. In order to avoid repeating its past, the new
Socialist Republic of Vietnam believed that it was necessary to rule with an iron fist
and make unilateral decisions, thereby disregarding the rule of law, and the views
and beliefs of its people.
This second issue of the Vietnam Human Rights Report provides a deeper analysis
of the conditions in Vietnam, building on the foundation that was laid by the
previous report. This year, we saw little change in the Vietnamese government and
a serious rise in human rights violations. Issues such as the absence of religious
freedoms and the suppression of speech and a free press will be re-examined in
greater depth as they relate to the fundamental rights and freedoms to which all
people are entitled. After all, human rights are thusly named as they are guaranteed
to all humans, regardless of ethnicity, gender, creed, sexual orientation, and so
forth, on the basis on being human alone. New to this report are the issues of
human trafficking in Vietnam, suppression of homosexuality, corruption and how it
affects development assistance programs, Vietnam’s participation in the Universal
Periodic Review, and the effect of globalization on Vietnam’s development.
The first chapter will begin by exploring the Vietnamese judicial system and
examining the reasons why this institution is not respecting human rights given
its lack of independence, and impartiality. Past legal and constitutional reforms
will be examined to track the progress that has been made in recent years. The
chapter will then focus on the correctional system in the country and how it treats
prisoners, paying close attention to prisoners of conscience.
The second part of this report examines the use of the Internet as both a
surveillance apparatus and an innovative tool that benefits users by allowing them
to communicate and express themselves freely without stress from the State. With
the combination of surveillance, censorship, and suppression, the Vietnamese
Communist Party (VCP) practices strict Internet usage and press protocols, making
it one of the worst offenders in the world.
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The third section will cover the trafficking of children and adults who have been
bought and sold for the purposes of forced labor and/or commercial sexual
exploitation. Human trafficking is a violation of human rights that is considered
a form of modern-day slavery. Unsurprisingly, the chief reason why people fall
victim to human trafficking is poverty; the desire for a better future and the lack
of opportunities in remote regions of Vietnam are forcing large numbers into this
unsafe mode of work.
With all the challenges that Vietnam faces today, development assistance is
required from the international community to improve living standards. This
chapter will highlight Vietnam’s progress since “Đổi Mới” was introduced in 1986.
This analysis will touch on Vietnam’s status and ranking with respect to corruption
and development, development agents in both civil and modern societies, and
the role corruption plays in delivering development aid and remittance funds in
Vietnam. By exploring the challenges that persist in Vietnam, this chapter will
present the reasons for the delay in the country’s development.
The international development aid Vietnam receives and the impact of globalization
are simply not enough to improve Vietnam’s human rights performance and
development. This chapter will look at the present age of globalization and how
the advancement of technology has opened up an era of international integration
of ideas, cultures and world views. As Vietnam progresses towards becoming a
bigger player in the international arena, it is sacrificing human rights in pursuit
of economic innovation. Although Vietnam recently gained a seat on the United
Nations Human Rights Council, it still has a long way to go and continues to remain
far below the expected international standard for human rights.
The last chapter will conclude this report with an analysis of religious oppression
in Vietnam. With a large number of unrecognized religious minority groups in
Vietnam, many citizens regularly face the risk of harassment, detention and
arrest. Additionally, the chapter will explain the introduction of Decree 92, which
has unfortunately tightened the government’s control over the recognition and
registration of religious groups. Vietnamese authorities continue to exploit their
power in order to force religious conformity on citizens. These issues need to be
brought forward, and improvements must be made to give the Vietnamese people
greater freedom.
This report on human right violation that took place in Vietnam in 2014 will serve
as a tool to advocate for those who are unable to freely express their thoughts and
beliefs openly. With this booklet, we hope readers will be able to realize that only
through international awareness, internal and external change, and diplomatic
pressure is it possible to improve the human rights situation in Vietnam.
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CHAPTER 1
THE VIETNAMESE
JUSTICE SYSTEM

“
”

[H]ISTORY SHOWS THAT

GROWTH LEADS TO RULE OF
LAW, NOT VICE VERSA.
-POLANYI & CHANG, AS CITED BY
ARMYTAGE (2012)
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THE VIETNAMESE

JUSTICE SYSTEM
The

Vietnamese justice system is remarkably convoluted. Academics have suggested that
this is done intentionally and have described it as being “practically impenetrable.” The
objective of this chapter is to address the issues within the Vietnamese justice system and provide
practical and realistic recommendations that can be implemented in both the short and long terms
to improve the current conditions in the country. First, the chapter will examine the structure of the
Vietnamese government and how each branch interacts with the other. It may be trite to point out
that the Vietnamese judiciary lacks independence and accountability, and that it serves more form
than function. However, this chapter aims to pinpoint the reasons for the absence of independence
and will explore avenues for reform. It will also examine the 1992, 2002, and 2013 legal and constitutional reforms to track the progress of the Vietnamese government and to introduce recommendations for further improvements to the country. Lastly, this chapter will explore other dynamics
of the justice system, focusing primarily on correctional facilities and their conditions, and will also
offer recommendations on improving prison conditions.

Overview of the Vietnamese Government

Vietnam is a one-party state run by the Vietnamese Communist Party (VCP). In Vietnam, there are
three divisions of power: the government; the Supreme People’s Court; and the People’s Office of
Supervision and Control. All their powers are derived from the National Assembly, which in turn is
controlled by the VCP and the Vietnam Fatherland Front (VFF). Despite the three separate branches
of governance, the divisions are not autonomous and are heavily influenced by the National Assembly and their commanders.1

Vietnamese Communist Party (VCP)

In Vietnam, the ultimate source of political power remains with the VCP. The VCP was founded in
1930 and in 2011, had over 3.6 million members.2 The party retains a monopoly on power and
responsibility for the state and controls all branches of government, designating certain powers to
the National Assembly.3

Vietnam Fatherland Front (VFF)

The Fatherland Front is a political coalition led by the VCP and their official function is to represent
the views of the people.4 According to Article 1 of the Law on Vietnam Fatherland Front, passed
on June 12, 1999, the VFF is a political coalition comprising of individuals representing all classes,
social strata, ethnic groups, and religions.5

1 Quinn, B. (2002). Legal Reform and its Context in Vietnam. Columbia Journal of Asian Law, 15, 219-291, p.
221
2 Turner, B. (ed). (2014). The Stateman’s Yearbook 2014: The Politics, Cultures and Economies of the World. Vietnam, pp. 1490-1495. New York, NY: Palgrave MacMillan at p. 1491
3 Quinn, 2002, p. 221
4 ASEAN Law Association. (2010). Vietnamese Legal System. Retrieved from: http://www.aseanlawassociation.
org/papers/viet_chp1.pdf; Quinn, 2002 at p. 228
5 Department of Information Technology. (2005). Retrieved at http://vbqppl.moj.gov.vn/vbpq/en/Lists/
Vn%20bn%20php%20lut/View_Detail.aspx?ItemID=916
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The National Assembly
The National Assembly is increasingly becoming more active and independent in Vietnam’s political

sphere. Over time, the assembly’s mandate has expanded to include budget and audit oversight
powers, the power to monitor corruption, and the ability to cast votes of (non-)confidence.6 The
National Assembly is comprised of 500 members, who are elected for a five-year term. Candidates
are nominated and vetted by either the VCP or the VFF. However, candidates may also nominate
themselves for election.7 In the most recent election on May 22, 2011, the VCP won 458 out of
500 seats in the National Assembly, with the remaining seats going to independent candidates. Of
the 500 elected members, 496 of them were members of the VFF. The 2011 elections had a voter
turnout of over 99 per cent.8

The Judicial System

The Vietnamese judicial system is comprised of organizations for mediation and conciliation; the
people’s court, which is organized into three levels (the Supreme People’s Court, provincial courts,
and district courts); military courts; and organizations for economic arbitration.9 District courts are
the courts of first instance and decisions may be appealed to the provincial courts. Provincial courts
serve as appellant/review courts or the court of first instance for more severe crimes. The Supreme
People’s Court is the final court of appeal in Vietnam and its decisions are not subject to review. The
Supreme People’s Court is located in Hanoi, Vietnam’s capital.10

Figure 1: The hierarchy of the Vietnamese government.

6 Palmieri, 2010, p. 3
7 Turner, 2010, p. 1491
8 Turner, 2010, p. 1492
9 ASEAN Law Association, 2010
10 ASEAN Law Association, 2010
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Distinguishing the Rule of Law and Rule by Law

It is important to draw a distinction between the legal concepts of “rule of law” and “rule by law,”
since these concepts inform the manner in which governments operate. For instance, Canada is
governed by the rule of law, whereas Vietnam is governed by the rule by law.11

The Greek philosopher Aristotle stated that the “rule of law is better
than that of any individual.” He strongly advocated the notion that the
“law should govern” and that those in power are only “servants of the
law.”
The rule of law refers to a state whereby individuals are empowered to act freely and equally, but
the government’s discretion and power are limited.12 It requires individuals in positions of authority
to exercise their power within a framework of laws rather than on the basis of their personal
preferences or ideology; in addition, the laws should provide a basis of legal accountability for
the power that they exercise.13 The concept of the rule of law is that law must be “general, public,
intelligible, non-contradictory, unwavering, and consistently enforced.”14 The rule of law is pertinent
to the state’s position on respecting and protecting human rights and implicitly endorses the fact
that individuals should not be subject to the exercise of arbitrary power.15
Rule by law is the antithesis of the rule of law, where the government in power may exercise
arbitrary executive powers and may deny constitutional civil liberties at will.16 Rule by law implies
that law is an instrument of the government and the government is above the law.17 Rule by law
does not provide safeguards against the abuse of state power.18 Vietnam is governed by rule by law,
whereby the government often utilizes the law in order to meet its own objectives and policies. The
VCP exploits the legal system, judges and prosecutors alike to meet its objectives. As such, there is
a complete lack of judicial independence and autonomy.

Judicial Independence in Vietnam

The notion of human rights in Vietnam is deeply rooted in socialist ideology coupled with the
legal view that the sovereign prevails over human rights and that such rights should be assessed
according to a broader societal context and not in accordance with individual needs. Thus, the VCP
enacts laws to guarantee human rights to the extent that they do not impinge on the VCP’s rights
to govern the country.19 The notion and practice of human rights started to change markedly by
the late 1980s when the country adopted Đổi Mới market-based reforms and opened its economy
to the world. Human rights have gained momentum and emerged as an important theme, gaining
11 Quinn, 2002, p. 221
12 Ibanez, J.G. (2012). International Role of Law and Human Rights: The Aspiration of a Work in Progress.
Journal of Jurisprudence: 515-537, p. 523
13 Waldron, J. (2012). Stare Decisis and the Rule of Law: A Layered Approach. Michigan Law Review 111(1)
1-31, p. 5
14 Balasubramaniam, R.R. (2009). Review Article: Judicial Politics in Authoritarian Regimes. University of
Toronto Law Journal, 59, 405-415.
15 Buhman, K. (2007). Building Blocks for the Rule of Law? Legal Reforms and Public Administration in Vietnam. In S. Balme, & M. Sidel (Eds.), Vietnam’s New Order: International Perspectives on the State and Reform in
Vietnam (pp.137-161). New York, NY: Palgrave Macmillan, p. 238
16 Lugosi, C.I. (2003). Rule of Law or Rule by Law: The Detention of Yaser Hamdi. American Journal of Criminal
Law, 30: 225-278, p. 228
17 Li, B. (no date). What is Rule of Law. Perspectives 1(5). Retrieved from: http://www.oycf.org/Perspectives2/5_043000/what_is_rule_of_law.htm
18 Buhman, 2007, pp. 238-239
19 Bui, T.H. (2014). “Deconstructing the “Socialist” Rule of Law in Vietnam: The Changing Discourse on Human
Rights in Vietnam’s Constitutional Reform Process” Contemporary Southeast Asia: A Journal of International &
Strategic Affairs, 36(1): 77-100, at p. 86
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currency in the political and legal spheres in Vietnam.20 Independence
and impartiality lie at the core of an effective judiciary, which in turn
serves as the foundation of a democratic society based on the rule of
law.21 Judges must be able to base and explain their decisions on law
and be free from external pressures or influences.22 If a judiciary is
Any judicial reform
unable to be impartial and independent, and to act in accordance should be to promote justice,
with the law, its role becomes distorted and public confidence in
fairness, and equality.
the government is severely challenged.23

“

”

In Vietnam, judicial independence is effectively minimized since the
courts have no power over their administration or the outcome of
-Armytage (2012)
cases that come before them. Rather, any judicial power is moved from
the courts to the Ministry of Justice, provincial governments, and the
VCP.24 Thus, it becomes more difficult, if not practically impossible, for the
courts to protect Vietnamese citizens from human rights abuses.

Judicial and Constitutional Reforms

Armytage has described true “judicial reform” as a process that focuses on improving and
strengthening the judiciary, which includes the courts, judges, and related personnel who
adjudicate and administer justice.25 Strengthening the judicial system means making the judicial
branch independent, lessening the backlog of cases, and professionalizing the bench (i.e., the
judges).26 There have been tremendous efforts to develop and strengthen the judicial system in
Vietnam by the VCP over the last three decades; however, they have been largely unsuccessful.27
On top of lacking independence from the government, the Supreme People’s Court has openly
stated that it is short of qualified bench members—and of judges in general–and that there is a
large backlog of cases.28 This portion of the chapter will examine the three waves of judicial reform
that took place in 2013.

2013 Constitutional Reforms

In November 2013, the National Assembly passed the new Vietnamese constitution by 97%.
However, close examination shows that the 2013 constitution is not much different from its
previous version. Rather, the 2013 reform merely serves to reinforce the VCP’s power and reign
over Vietnam and its citizenry. The 2013 Constitution also solidifies the status of state-owned
enterprises. Critics say that the government fears that freeing up the economy would lead to
dissatisfaction and revolt.29
The 2013 constitutional reform process was unique in Vietnamese history. The Vietnamese
government sought the public’s opinion and facilitated consultation processes to obtain
input. However, this consultation process was fruitless, since no public recommendations were
20 Bui, 2014, p. 86
21 US Agency for International Development Office of Democracy and Governance. (2002, January). Guidance for Promoting Judicial Independence and Impartiality. Retrieved from: http://pdf.usaid.gov/pdf_docs/
PNACM007.pdf
22 Armytage, 2012, p. 35; Office of Democracy and Governance. (2002, January). Guidance for Promoting
Judicial Independence and Impartiality. Retrieved from: http://pdf.usaid.gov/pdf_docs/PNACM007.pdf p. 5
23 USAID, 2002, p. 6 as cited by Armytage, 2012, p. 35
24 Quinn, 2002, p. 241
25 Armytage, 2012, p. 29
26 Messick, 1999 as cited by Armytage, 2012, p. 49
27 Bui, 2014, p. 90
28 Quinn, 2002, p. 234
29Nguyen, P.M. (29 November 2013). New Vietnam Constitution Cements Party Dominance. Retrieved from:
http://blogs.wsj.com/economics/2013/11/29/vietnam-passes-amended-constitution-confirming-communist-party-leadership
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implemented.30 Any changes to the Constitution are minimal. First, the functions of the three state
branches are more clearly defined.
Second, judicial independence is strengthened through the explicit recognition of the role of the
courts in protecting justice and human rights, and the prohibition of interference by other state
bodies in judicial adjudications.31 This is a positive step; however, the courts are still under the
direction of the National Assembly and bound by the confines of the law.
The 2013 constitutional reform process
is truly unique as it allowed for input and
dialogue between the government and the
public. A group of 72 former high-ranking
party officials, academics, and veterans,
led by the former Minister of Justice Đình
Lộc Nguyễn, presented Petition 72 to the
government after the draft of the 2013
Constitution was introduced.32 Petition
72 was supported by approximately
15,000 Vietnamese citizens and included
seven main points that followed Western
ideologies of liberal constitutionalism and
multi-party systems:
1

One of the petitioners, Dr. Đình Lộc Nguyễn, presents
the petition to Dr. Minh Thông Lê, Vice President of the
Constitutional Amendment Drafting Committee
Source: Dan Tri

The goals of the constitution should
be redefined so as to limit the state’s
power and protect the security, freedom,
and happiness of the people, and “we the people” should be recognized as the subject of the
constituent power in the preamble and Article 1 of the 1992 Constitution;
2

The petition criticizes the human rights provisions in the draft constitution, which allow
restrictions on human rights for reasons of national defense, security and social order. The
petitioners believe that these constrictions will lead to the repression of human rights. Petition 72
suggests introducing an independent Human Rights Committee;
3

The petition suggests the constitutional recognition of multiple forms of land ownership,
including private ownership. This challenges the current constitutionally protected state ownership
of all land;
4

The petition calls for the practice of the separation of powers and other forms of checks and
balances, which challenges the Soviet-derived dogma of unitary power that dominates the current
constitutional order in Vietnam;
5

The petition proposes the removal of the new regulation in the draft constitution which
demands the loyalty of the armed forces to the VCP – alternatively, the petitioners suggest that the
armed forces should protect the fatherland, serve the people and not be loyal to any particular
organization or political party;
6

The new constitution must be approved by the people in a transparent referendum which is
supervised by the people and media; and
7

The time for public consultation of the draft constitution should be extended until the end of

2013.33
30 Nguyen, 2013.
31 Nguyen, 2013
32 Thayer, C. (2014). “Vietnam in 2013 Domestic Contestation and Foreign Policy Success”. Southeast Asian
Affairs: 354-372 at p. 361
33 Bui, N.S. (2008). Petition 72: The Struggle for Constitutional Reforms in Vietnam. Retrieved from http://www.
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The importance of Petition 72 cannot be understated as it shows that the constitution-making
process in Vietnam now tends to be more open to dialogue and participation than previously
allowed, which is the result of the globalization of constitutionalism, although the dialogue proved
to be ineffective in this reform.34

The Correctional System in Vietnam

The United Nations Declaration of Human Rights, adopted in 1948, protects citizens in the judicial
process, outlining the right of an individual to a fair trial, due process, and protection from cruel
and degrading punishment. In conjunction with this agreement is the International Covenant of
Civil and Political Rights, the UN Convention Against Torture, and Vietnam’s various criminal process
documents and constitution. In all these international treaties and covenants, human rights are
supposed to be protected. However, the Vietnamese government’s vision of one-party rule blurs
these agreements and its actions directly contradict the agreements made in these documents.
Vietnamese citizens arrested and accused of committing crimes against the state have continuously
suffered incommunicado detention, intimidation, manipulated trials, and various forms of torture
in prison. According to numerous NGOs and state reports, the conditions of detainment do not
comply with the international treaties to which Vietnam is a signatory.3536
Although Vietnam’s Code of
Criminal Procedure outlines the
process required of all authorities in
As first defined by journalist Peter Benenson in the article “The
cases of arrest and trial, Vietnamese
police repeatedly fail to uphold
Forgotten Prisoners,” published May 28, 1961 in The Observer,
these legal standards. As a result,
a prisoner of conscience is “any person who is physically reVietnamese prisoners, whether
strained (by imprisonment or otherwise) from expressing (in
incarcerated for minor crimes or as
any form of words or symbols) any opinion which he [or she]
prisoners of conscience,* are held
honestly holds and which does not advocate or condone perin detention for extended periods
sonal violence.”35 Please see the chapter36 on the Universal
of time without due process or
Periodic Review for more information on the definition of a
any indication of release. There
prisoner of conscience.
has also been some indication that
the Vietnamese government has
utilized brutality in all stages of criminal procedure, abusing its authority to extract a confession
from or inflict pain on each detainee.

*What is a prisoner of conscience?

Vietnam does not recognize any prisoners of conscience.
Heiner Bielefeldt, the United Nations Special Rapporteur
on freedom of religion and belief, reported that when the
question of prisoners of conscience was raised, he was told
no such case existed.37
In more than 44 of Vietnam’s 58 provinces and in Vietnam’s largest cities (Hanoi, Hai Phong, Da
Nang, Can Tho, and Ho Chi Minh City), there have been reports that people have died while in
iconnectblog.com/2013/03/petition-72-the-struggle-for-constitutional-reforms-in-vietnam/
34 Bui, 2008
35 Amnesty International USA. (2013). The Forgotten Prisoners by Peter Benenson. Retrieved from http://
www.amnestyusa.org/about-us/amnesty-50-years/peter-benenson-remembered/the-forgotten-prisonersby-peter-benenson.
36 See page 49.
37 Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights. (2013, July 31). Press Statement on the visit to the
Socialist Republic of Viet Nam by the Special Rapporteur on freedom of religion or belief. Retrieved from http://
www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=14914&LangID=E
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police custody.38 Human Rights Watch reported 19 incidents of police brutality, 15 of which involved
death in custody in 2010.39 By July 2014, this number increased to at least 28 deaths in custody.40
The infractions vary in severity, ranging from suspected thievery to propaganda against the state.
The appalling extent of these casualties is largely due to the lack of independent police complaint
commission to investigate these allegations of police abuse. In addition, the law does not require
any independent investigation or public reporting of deaths in custody.41
In the particular case of human rights defenders and other activists, individuals are often held
incommunicado for long periods of time and may pass up to 18 months in solitary confinement.
This extended period of imprisonment is in violation of the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights, which states that anyone held on a criminal charge is entitled to a trial within a
reasonable period of time or is to be released pending trial. In addition, Vietnam’s Code of Criminal
Procedure outlines that the maximum period of pre-trial detention is 16 months for “especially
serious crimes,” including those listed in the national security section of the Penal Code of Vietnam.
Văn Hải Nguyễn, also known as blogger Điếu Cày, was held in solitary confinement for nearly two
years before any trial took place.42
The UN Body of Principles dictates that, upon arrest, detainees have the right to have their family
or friends informed of their detention and to communicate with their family and legal counsel.
Contrary to this law, family members are not allowed to visit nor are they given any information
regarding the activist’s status or location in Vietnam. Without formal notice, prisoners are transferred
or moved to different facilities, making it difficult for family and friends to pay monthly visits.43

Case Study: Police Activity against Student Blogger
SEPTEMBER 26, 2013:
The Vietnamese police broke into the

house of blogger Tường Thụy Nguyễn
without a warrant. A group of Vietnamese
dissidents and their families had been having
a dinner party when the police entered. They

threw the dissidents on the ground
and dragged them to the car in the
rain. Among the dissidents were activist

Phương Uyên Nguyễn, Thị Tân Dương (ex-wife of
blogger Văn Hải Nguyễn), Quốc Quyết Lê (brother of lawyer Quốc Quân Lê), blogger Bá Hải
Phạm, and Uyên’s mother Thị Nhung Nguyễn.43

Student activist Phương Uyên Nguyễn under police custody
at Nội Bài airport shortly after the house raid.
Source: Nguyễn Lân Thắng via Facebook

38 Human Rights Watch. (2014). Public Insecurity: Deaths in Custody and Police Brutality in Vietnam. Retrieved
from http://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/reports/vietnam0914_ForUpload_0.pdf
39 Human Rights Watch. (2010). Vietnam: Widespread Police Brutality, Deaths in Custody. Retrieved from http://
www.hrw.org/news/2010/09/22/vietnam-widespread-police-brutality-deaths-custody
40 Human Rights Watch. (2014). Public Insecurity: Deaths in Custody and Police Brutality in Vietnam. Retrieved
from http://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/reports/vietnam0914_ForUpload_0.pdf
41Ibid, p.6.
42 Amnesty International. (2013, November 7). Silenced voices: Prisoners of conscience in Vietnam. Retrieved
from http://amnesty.org/en/library/asset/ASA41/007/2013/en/6f2a0bce-9ec9-4297-8194-122fb4265920/
asa410072013en.pdf
43 Radio Free Asia. (23 September 2013). Police swoop on Vietnamese dissidents was ‘like an abduction’. Retrieved from http://www.refworld.org/docid/5261030212.html
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In addition, most detainees do not get access to legal counsel, as they are not often informed of
this right. This gives prisoners little to no time to defend themselves until shortly before the trial
begins. The Vietnamese government also continues to use bureaucratic delays in order prolong
the time before detainees are allowed to seek counsel. After approximately four months, or the
time period for the termination of the investigation and the laying of a formal criminal charge,
detainees are allowed time to consult a lawyer.44 The lack of any legal safeguards puts Vietnam in
violation of article 14 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which states that
all those accused of committing a crime must have adequate time to communicate and prepare
with counsel, to be informed of this right, and to be tried without undue delay.45 Trials of religious
and political dissidents are also usually closed to the public and foreign journalists, and sometimes even to family members.46
All prisons in Vietnam are overseen by the Vietnamese government’s Ministry of Public Security.
Throughout the country, prisons remain overcrowded and cramped. The NGO International
Center for Prison Studies reported that the prison population as of mid-2011, excluding pre-trial
detainees, totalled 113,018, of whom 10.9 percent were women.47 Inmates often share cells with
up to 40 others and have limited access to recreational facilities. Inmates are forced to work and are
punished if they refuse. Food rations are basic and prisoners rely on supplies brought in by family
members to supplement their diet. There is no independent inspectorate for prisons; any reported
abuses are dealt with internally by the Ministry of Public Security. This situation puts power in the
hands of the prison authorities, transforming the responsibility and the dignity that Vietnam owes
to the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights.48

Inmates at Hoàng Tiến Prison outside of Hanoi
Source: Reuters/Kham

44 United States Department of State, Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights and Labor. (2012). Vietnam 2012
Human Rights Report. Retrieved from http://www.state.gov/documents/organization/204463.pdf
45 Amnesty International, 2013
46 Colm, S. (2014). Vietnam: Torture and Abuse of Political and Religious Prisoners. Retrieved from http://democraticvoicevn.files.wordpress.com/2014/01/vietnam-torture-and-abuse-01-16-2014.pdf
47 United States Department of State, Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights and Labor. (2012). Vietnam 2012
Human Rights Report. Retrieved from http://www.state.gov/documents/organization/204463.pdf
48 United Kingdom: Foreign and Commonwealth Office. (2011, March 31). Human Rights and Democracy:
The 2010 Foreign and Commonwealth Office Report - Vietnam. Retrieved from http://www.refworld.org/
docid/4d99aa7b50.html
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Although discipline and punishment
were stipulated in article 38 of the Law
on Execution of Criminal Judgments
of Vietnam No. 53 in 2010, this article
is repeatedly abused and used by the
authorities to punish prisoners. Originally,
it stated that prisoners who violate prison
regulations or commit illegal acts are to
be disciplined by reprimand, warning, or
confinement to a disciplinary room for
up to 10 days (legs may be shackled).49
Police within detention centres reduce
food rations, suspend family visits,
and commence week-long solitary
confinement, all of which violate both Prisoners in Vietnam performing agricultural labour under
prison rule.
Vietnamese and international prison Source: Campaign to Abolish Torture in Vietnam
policy. These manipulations of punishment
may also be the cause of death in prison resulting from beatings, malnutrition, working in toxic
environments, heavy physical labour, sleeping on concrete, exposure to malaria or dengue fever
due to a lack of mosquito nets, and the lack of clean water, soap, and bedding (leading to skin
disease).
Denial of access to medical care means that prisoners commonly die from treatable diseases such
as diarrhea or dysentery.50
Labour therapy is also emerging as a method of “healing” and “rehabilitation” for prisoners and
drug users. Some 123 centers across the country hold around 40,000 people, including children
as young as 12 years old. Their detention is not subject to any form of due process or judicial
oversight and routinely lasts as long as four years. Infringement of center rules – including the
work requirement – is punished by beatings with truncheons, shocks with electrical batons, and
imprisonment in disciplinary rooms where detainees are deprived of food and water. Former
detainees report that authorities forced them to work in cashew processing plants; other forms of
agricultural production, including potato or coffee bean farming; construction work; and garment
manufacturing and other forms of manufacturing.51

49 Campaign to Abolish Torture in Vietnam. (2014) Vietnam: Torture and Abuse of Political and Religious Prisoners. Retrieved from http://dvov.org/campaign-to-abolish-torture-in-vietnam/
50 Campaign to Abolish Torture in Vietnam. (2014) Vietnam: Torture and Abuse of Political and Religious Prisoners. Retrieved from http://dvov.org/campaign-to-abolish-torture-in-vietnam/
51 Human Rights Watch. (2013). World Report 2013 Vietnam. Retrieved from http://www.hrw.org/worldreport/2013/country-chapters/vietnam?page=3
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Torture in Vietnam
The United Nations defines torture under the UN Convention Against Torture as follows:

“...[A]ny act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or
mental, is intentionally inflicted on a person for such purposes as
obtaining from him or a third person information or a confession,
punishing him for an act he or a third person has committed or is
suspected of having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a
third person, or for any reason based on discrimination of any kind,
when such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with
the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting
in an official capacity. It does not include pain or suffering arising only
from, inherent in, or incidental to lawful sanctions.52”
Torture is used in order to achieve various goals. The specific methods are listed below:53

Figure 2: An outline of the various categories of torture.

52 United Nations. (2013). Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or
Punishment. Retrieved on from http://legal.un.org/avl/ha/catcidtp/catcidtp.html
53 Emeric, R.D. & Wisnewski, J.J. (2009). The Ethics of Torture. p. 6-7. New York: Continuum Books.
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According to first-hand accounts from political prisoners throughout Vietnam, the Ministry
of Public Security has inflicted violent acts of torture upon prisoners as a form of intimidation,
persuasion, and suffering for their supposed crimes. Through both physical and psychological
stress, Vietnamese authorities exercised their power over detainees and stripped them of their
right to security, medical care, choice, and other essential qualities of life.
Physical torture involves the physiological effect of an external cause. Beatings, electrical shocks,
water torture, sexual abuse, solitary confinement, and forced labour could all constitute mistreatment
of the person and torture under the United Nations definition. The personal experiences of Father
Nguyen Van Ly in prison highlights the spectrum of torture tactics undergone by prisoners in
Vietnam:; below lists the various methods listed by this prisoner of conscience in “Testament No.
4: Over 20 Torture Techniques and Methods that are Being Used by the Vietnamese Communist
Officers on Inmates at the Custody Facilities, Detention Centers, and Prisons in Vietnam at Present 2010.” 54 Please see Appendix A for a complete description for each of these tactics.

Summary of Father Ly’s Torture Report
Forced labour of a degrading nature

Gang beating

Baton, slippers, leather shoes used to beat, kick or
stomp on inmate’s face, chest, groin, etc.

Forcing inmates to lie on one’s belly or back, then
stomping on inmate’s chest, belly, shoulders, or back

Handcuffing and suspending inmates from window
bars

Extensive sun exposure

Confinement to special disciplinary cells and solitary
confinement.

Putting the prisoner in a small confined space for 1-2
years without sunlight

Shocking with electric baton on the penis

Beating on the penis

Kneeling while holding the baton in one’s mouth
(female inmates)

Depriving hungry inmates of food

Cuffing with crossed hand

Sitting on a chair with its leg resting on prisoner’s
instep

Grinding a ruler or pens between inmate’s fingers

“Clearing the ear”

Head drumming

Strike on his/her finger tips by a padlock, a door key,
or a blackjack

Stripping of clothes, including underwear

Shocking with electric baton on nipples

Run the electric baton around the groin

Inserting the blackjack/ wooden rod into the
prisoner’s vagina

54 Office of the Honourable Senator Thanh Hai Ngo. (2014). Prisoners of Conscience: Cases of Interest. Ottawa:
Senate of Canada.
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In November 2013, Vietnam signed the above-mentioned Convention, ratifying its contents in an
international promise. These other instruments, which Vietnam has signed or enacted, also contain
provisions regarding the prevention of torture:55565758

Steps to address the problem of torture in Vietnam were discussed at the Universal Periodic Review
(UPR) for Vietnam in 2008, where the following suggestions were made by Canada:
1

Issue a standing invitation to all UN Special Procedures (including the UN Special Rapporteur
on Torture) to visit Vietnam.
2

Register all individuals detained under security laws, and make this information publicly
available.
3

Provide the people detained under security or propaganda laws with fundamental legal
safeguards, including as a public trial and representation by the legal counsel of their choice
throughout the proceedings.
4 Reduce the use of security laws that limit public discussion about multi-party democracy or
criticism of the government, including such measures as bringing security and propaganda laws
into compliance with the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).59

These recommendations stand as strong proposals to help Vietnam fulfill its international promises
and its various contracts so that the Vietnamese people can reach their full potential, free from
suffering and cruel treatment. Torture takes away the fundamental freedoms of choice and security,
leaving an individual vulnerable and unhealthy despite any verified wrongdoing. The government
of Vietnam must radically change how prisoners are treated, end the brutality of its authorities, and
hold each policeman accountable for his actions.
55 United Nations. (2015). The Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Retrieved from http://www.un.org/en/
documents/udhr/
56 United Nations Office of the High Commissioner of Human Rights. (2014). International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights. Retrieved from http://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/CCPR.aspx
57 Allens, Arthur Robinson. (2001). 1992 Constitution of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam. Retrieved from
http://www.vietnamlaws.com/freelaws/Constitution92%28aa01%29.pdf
58 National Office of Intellectual Property of Vietnam. (2003). Criminal Procedure Code. Retrieved from http://
www.noip.gov.vn/noip/resource.nsf/vwResourceList/3457A7711572E0534725767200203DDA/$FILE/CRIMINAL%20PROCEDURE%20CODE.pdf
59 UPR Watch. (2009). Universal Periodic Review: Vietnam. Retrieved from http://www.upr-epu.com/ENG/
country.php?id=125
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Case Study: Prisoner Treatment within Vietnam
Labour activist Đỗ Thị Minh Hạnh was sentenced
to seven years in prison when she and two other
activists distributed leaflets and helped organize
a strike of 10,000 workers at the My Phong shoe
factory. None of them had defense lawyers at
their trial and were not allowed to speak in their
own defense.61
In prison, Do was tortured through beatings and
denial of access to health care. Do was beaten to
the point at which she became deaf in one
ear and was not granted access to medical services for suspected breast cancer. 62

“I was terrorized in all of the prisons, both physically and
mentally. They beat me. They used other inmates to beat me Do was released on June 26, 2014 and continues
and disrespect me. They locked me up in a van to show people to advocate for awareness on prison conditions
that they were treating me like an animal.” 60 -Đỗ Thị Minh and labour rights.63
Hạnh
Source: Radio Free Asia

As demonstrated in this chapter, the Vietnamese government is structured in a manner that
makes the VCP the supreme ruler. The VCP controls each branch of government – including
the judicial branch – and works to ensure that its legitimacy is not challenged or undermined.
Over the last 20 years, the VCP has maintained that it wants to give more independence to the
judiciary, yet it continues to keep a tight rein on judges, preventing them from making their own
decisions. Accordingly, judges are virtually unable to protect the fundamental human rights of the
Vietnamese citizenry promulgated in human rights codes domestically and internationally for fear
of repercussion by the VCP. 60616263
It has been shown that, despite having formal laws claiming to protect fundamental human rights,
the VCP ignores the laws and treats its people in an arbitrary and unfair manner. This is what has
been described as “rule by law.” However, in order for Vietnam to change, its manner of governance
must be changed to a system of “rule of law,” whereby individuals in positions of authority must
abide by the laws of the state like every other citizen. Further, individuals in positions of power
must be able to cite lawful authority for their actions, rather than act on personal preference or
whim.
This chapter also explored the correctional system in Vietnam and how inmates are tortured and
brutalized while incarcerated. The treatment of inmates was discussed at both the 2009 and 2014
Universal Periodic Review; however, Vietnam has chosen to disregard most of the committee’s
recommendations pertaining to torture in prison.

60 Radio Free Asia. (2014, July 1). “They Gave Me Strength to Face Torment in Prison”. Retrieved from http://
www.rfa.org/english/women/strength-07012014154741.html
61 Human Rights Watch. (2011, March 16). Vietnam: Overturn Labor Activists’ Harsh Prison Sentences. Retrieved
from http://www.hrw.org/news/2011/03/16/vietnam-overturn-labor-activists-harsh-prison-sentences
62 Freedom Now. (2014, February 10). For Immediate Release: Members of Congress Call for the Release of
Imprisoned Vietnamese Labor Activists. Retrieved from http://www.freedom-now.org/news/for-immediaterelease-members-of-congress-call-for-the-release-of-imprisoned-vietnamese-labor-activists/
63 Amnesty International. (2014, June 30). Release of woman labour rights activist positive but scores remain
behind bars. Retrieved from
http://www.amnesty.org/en/news/vietnam-release-woman-labour-rights-activist-positive-scores-remainbehind-bars-2014-06-30
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CHAPTER 2
MEDIA
CENSORSHIP

“

THE AMOUNT OF VIOLA-

TIONS OF HUMAN RIGHTS IN A
COUNTRY IS ALWAYS AN INVERSE
FUNCTION OF THE AMOUNT OF COMPLAINTS ABOUT HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS HEARD FROM THERE.

-DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN

SOURCE: WOONSJ PARAMETERS
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MEDIA

CENSORSHIP
When

it was first conceived, the Internet was thought to be a revolutionary tool for communication, one that would create new forms of social exchange and journalism
without the pressures of the state or corporations. It was believed to be an innovative resource that
opened up new horizons for information by making it more free, accessible, and mobile.1 What it
has instead become today, especially in the hands of authoritarian regimes, is yet another medium
through which the state can seek ideological control of the masses.
Lawrence Lessig posited that technologies that make online commerce more efficient will make
online regulation easier, and that governments will exploit this to gain access to the controlling
code to the architecture of the Internet.2 The combination of intense surveillance, censorship, and
suppression demonstrates that the VCP has indeed succeeded in realizing Lessig’s theory of Internet regulation. In an attempt to protect its political sovereignty while harnessing the economic
potential of the World Wide Web, the VCP’s compromise was to restrict Internet access rather than
disconnect its population.3 Under the guise of public security, the VCP runs one of the strictest
Internet, print, and media broadcast censorship regimes in the world in order to reinforce communist party values and suppress dissident voices.4 The Internet and the press, along with other other
forms of media are at risk of being indefinitely restricted in Vietnam.
This chapter will explore the two main rights that are being withheld through Vietnam’s restrictions
on communications: the right to be informed and the right to free speech. These restrictions of the
information flow ultimately dictate what kind of information the Vietnamese population has access
to and what information they can share, which at the moment seems to be exclusively limited to
materials promoting VCP doctrines. This chapter will examine the intricate relationship between
the rights to information and to free speech, the harsh regulatory environment for each media
outlet, media censorship methods, real case studies of imprisoned bloggers, and potential courses
of action for improvement.

The Three Freedoms of Expression

Cemented in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the freedom to express one’s own opinion
without interference is a fundamental step in ensuring an egalitarian society. The very core of democracy is rooted in this value, providing all people with an equal voice and opportunity to impart
information and ideas through whichever medium they choose. The term “freedom of expression”
can be divided into three separate freedoms: freedom of speech, freedom of information, and freedom of communication.5

1 Lerner, A.C. & Lerner, A.W. (2009). Freedom of Expression. Farmington Hills, MI: Greenhaven Press. p.16.
2 Lessig, L. (2006). Code Version 2.0. New York: Basic Books. p. 61.
3 Gillispie, C. (2007). Maintaining the Balancing Act: Internet Censorship in Vietnam. Unpublished bachelor’s
thesis, Georgetown University, Washington D.C.
4 Freedom House. (2013). Freedom of the Press 2013 Report. Retrieved from: http://www.freedomhouse.org/
report/freedom-press/freedom-press-2013#.U_du-pjD-70
5 Ingram, P.G. (2000). Censorship and Free Speech: Some Philosophical Bearings. Burlington, VT: Dartmouth
Publishing Co. Ltd. p 9.
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Freedom of speech can be used interchangeably with freedom of expression, as both
encompass people’s right to voice their ideas and beliefs. Freedom of speech is the most important
of the three, and if a censorship program run by the government were to take away this right, it
would directly affect the presence of the other two.
Freedom of information, which will be assessed in greater detail in the next section, is
that which dictates an individual’s ability to access information through different mediums.
The last freedom, the freedom of communication, can be seen as a combination of the
previous two: the exchange of information and discussion ultimately contributes to the flourishing
of individual knowledge and the development of ideas.6 All are intertwined and affected uniformly
when media censorship is applied.
Democracy relies on these three freedoms, since it encourages government transparency, access
to information, political criticism, and social interaction. In their absence, citizens would lose their
influence over state affairs, allowing that power to flow back to the government.

Vietnam and Freedom of Expression

Under the authoritarian regime of the VCP, freedom of expression, speech, and information are
significantly obstructed and threatened by their extensive censorship operation. Writers and activists who bravely risk their freedom by investigating sensitive topics which “threaten to overthrow
the state” or “undermine public security” are constantly being silenced by the government or government-affiliated parties. There exists little to no protection for journalists from the government;
journalist harassment by government officials grew from 359 total incidents in 2009 to 749 in January 2010 alone, and discipline is rarely applied to the police and associated units.7 This increase in
journalist crackdowns and arrests has led Vietnam to a drastic increase in citizen journalism, mostly
in the form of online blogs.
Social networking and the
“blogosphere” opened up a
new online community where
Vietnamese “netizens” could
engage in thoughtful discussion, meet new people, form
groups, trade ideas, and more –
all within Vietnam’s heavily regulated cyberspace.8 Blog services such as Yahoo! 360, which
garnered about 15 million users
at its peak, along with a variety
of other platforms such as Facebook, WordPress, Blogger, and Civilians participating in the Network of Vietnamese Bloggers’
YuMe, have been used as public discussion on “The Rights to Freedom of Movement”.
outreach tools to discuss topics
Source: Danlambao
that cannot otherwise be portrayed on the news.9
6 Ingram, 2000. p 11.
7 Vietnam Committee on Human Rights. (2010, August 10). “Vietnam: From ‘Vision’ to Facts.” FIDH International Federation for Human Rights. Retrieved from: http://queme.net/eng
8 Nguyen, A. (2009). Globalisation, Citizen Journalism, and the Nation State: A Vietnamese Perspective. In Allan, S. & Thorsen, E. (Eds.), Citizen Journalism: Global Perspectives (153-162). New York: Peter Lang.
9 Sternberg, A. (2010, January 5). Vietnam Online: Then and Now. iMedia Connection. Retrieved from: http://
imediaconnection.com/content/25480.asp
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The mass persecution of journalists eventually moved over to the blogging realm, resulting in the
imprisonment of a total of 33 netizens as of May 2014.10 This earned Vietnam the rank of secondworst country in the world for jailed Internet users after China.11
Paradoxically, Vietnam has ratified several laws ensuring the existence of freedom of expression in
the country. Being a party to the ICCPR, Vietnam has an obligation to adhere to Article 19 of the
UDHR and the ICCPR, both of which guarantee the right to freedom of expression. More specifically,
Article 69 of the 1992 Constitution of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam states that :

“citizens are entitled to freedom of speech and freedom of the
press; they have the right to receive information and the right of
assembly, association, and demonstration in accordance with
the law.”12
Aside from imprisonment, bloggers, journalists, writers, activists, and their families have also experienced physical attacks, loss of employment, termination of Internet services, travel restrictions,
and other harsh sanctions.13 Whether on the streets, in their jail cells, or even in their own homes,
these activists have no safe haven free from police or security officials.

Case Study: Standing Senate Committee on Human Rights

On 5 February 2014, the second Universal Periodic Review (UPR) of Vietnam’s human rights record
took place before the United Nations Human Rights Council in Geneva. Following this review, on
7 April 2014, the Standing Senate Committee on Human Rights (the committee) had occasion to
hear from several Vietnamese human rights advocates and bloggers who attended the UPR session.
The committee held a special meeting to discuss the human rights situation in Vietnam, with a focus on the current state of freedom of expression and freedom of the press. The meeting provided
an opportunity to discuss the issues raised in the course of the UPR process, and to hear directly
from members of the Vietnamese blogging community.
Witnesses who appeared before the committee emphasized that journalists and bloggers in Vietnam cannot rely on their constitutionally protected rights such as freedom of expression. In its
national report submitted under the UPR process, the Vietnamese government stated that rights
to freedom of expression, press and information are enshrined in Vietnam’s recently amended Constitution, which came into force on 1 January 2014.14 However, Hội Trịnh, Executive Director of the
Vietnamese Overseas Initiative for Conscience Empowerment (VOICE), stated that Article 4 of the
Constitution also provides “that the Communist party of Vietnam is the guiding light, and the sole
guiding light, of the nation.” Noting a fundamental contradiction between these provisions, Mr.
Trịnh stated, “[y]ou either have absolute power, or you have freedom of expression.”15
Witnesses also highlighted the gap between law and practice in the protection of freedom of
expression in Vietnam. The government curtails rights to freedom of expression and of the press
through its enforcement of broad national security and anti-defamation laws. Đoan Trang Phạm, a
10 Reporters Without Borders. (2014, August 15). Press Freedom Barometer – Netizens Imprisoned. Retrieved
from: http://en.rsf.org/press-freedom-barometer-netizens-imprisoned.html?annee=2014
11 Reporters without Borders, 2014
12 Constitution of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam, Chapter V, Article 69.
13 Freedom House. (2013). “Freedom of the Net 2013”. Freedom House. Retrieved from: http://freedomhouse.
org
14 United Nations General Assembly, Human Rights Council, National report submitted in accordance with
paragraph 5 of the annex to Human Rights Council resolution 16/21: Viet Nam, 8 November 2013, p. 7, para. 25.
15 Standing Senate Committee on Human Rights, Evidence, 7 April 2014.
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“

journalist and blogger for vietnamrightnow.com, told the
committee that “[d]ozens of bloggers and journalists have
been imprisoned in the past five years under legislation
The witnesses’ testimonies made
aimed to restrict media freedom in Vietnam.”16 Provisions
it very clear that in reality the Socialof Vietnam’s Penal Code under which bloggers and jourist Republic of Vietnam does not respect
nalists have been jailed include those that criminalize
basic liberties of expression like they defended “attempting to overthrow the government” (Article
during their Universal Periodic Review. We must 79), “conducting propaganda against the state” (Arcontinue to remind the Government of Vietnam of ticle 88), and “abusing democratic freedoms” (Arits legal obligations to protect the human rights ticle 258).
and fundamental freedoms of all its citizens.
Bloggers in Vietnam who post on topics such as corruption, democratic reform and human rights risk politically motivated arrest and conviction, and other forms of
intimidation including surveillance and blocking of internet
-Senator Thanh Hai Ngo
services. Mr. Trịnh highlighted the case of Đinh Đăng Định, a
teacher who posted articles on the internet about issues of democracy and freedom in Vietnam, and was convicted in 2012 of propagandizing against the state
under Article 88 of the Penal Code. Sentenced to six years in prison, Mr. Đinh was released after two
years on 21 March 2014, shortly before his death from a terminal illness for which he was denied
treatment in prison.17 Mr. Trịnh noted that Mr. Đinh’s widely attended funeral was a sign of support
and changes in Vietnam, stating that “[c]ivil society in Vietnam is now rising up and daring to speak
up.”18

”

Witnesses spoke about the development
of
civil
society
through
Internet
communications
and
civil
society
organizations (CSOs) in Vietnam, and their
positive effects on human rights in Vietnam.
Mr. Trịnh noted that improvements in human
rights over the past decade in Vietnam had
resulted in large part “from the pressure
from the people themselves, as well as
from the international community, in this
age of globalization.” He noted in particular
the positive effect of Facebook, which has
over 20 million users in Vietnam, and has
meant that “[a] violation of human rights in
Vietnam, right now, can instantly be reported Phạm Đoan Trang, a Vietnamese journalist/reporter, preswithin and outside of Vietnam, which could ents her case at the Standing Senate Committee on Human
Rights
never have happened in the past.”19
Source: ParlVU

The Vietnamese government requires the registration of CSOs operating in the country, and organizations that are independent of the government or Communist party are not permitted. Despite
these restrictions, Tuấn Nguyễn, a human rights activist with the Network of Vietnamese Bloggers,
told the committee that “[s]o far there have been about 20 independent CSOs working on human
rights inside of Vietnam. They have worked on freedom of expression, freedom of religion, freedom of assembly and the Internet freedom.”20 Mr. Nguyễn also highlighted the challenges that
independent organizations face in Vietnam, including a severe lack of resources and other serious
difficulties including harassment by police.
16 Standing Senate Committee on Human Rights, Evidence, 7 April 2014.
17 Mr. Dinh’s case is also noted in U.S. Department of State, Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights and Labor,
Country Reports on Human Rights Practices for 2013 – Vietnam, 2013.
18 Standing Senate Committee on Human Rights, Evidence, 7 April 2014.
19 Ibid.
20 Ibid.
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Media Censorship

It is important to understand what censorship itself entails. There are many different definitions
and variations of censorship based on its severity, the medium being censored, and its general
purpose. The term “censorship” used in this chapter will overlap with a traditional yet relevant definition by H.D. Lasswell, which defines censorship as:
“[T]he policy of restricting the public expression of ideas, opinions, conceptions, and impulses which
have or are believed to have the capacity to undermine the governing authority or the social and
moral order which that authority considers itself bound to protect”.21

Justifications for Censorship

There are many reasons for implementing a censorship regime, many of which overlap. The purpose of restricting information could be for the sake of national security, the protection of truth,
suppression of offensive materials, public order, protection of intellectual properties, or preserving society.22 However, censoring schemes that have surged in the past decade (particularly in
Southeast Asian countries) have been directed towards reinforcing state values with the intention
of suppressing political dissidents, silencing harmful comments towards the state, and suppressing
ethnic or religious minorities.23 In Vietnam, the VCP dictates media output with these intentions,
effectively making the media a “propaganda mouthpiece,”24 allowing access to information that
strengthens party values and preventing any access to that which might undermine the VCP’s political, ideological, or social structures.25

Vietnam and Media Censorship

Though 9 in 10 (89.8%) Vietnamese citizens have indicated that they access the news on a daily
basis,26 they do so in one of the world’s most restricted media environments. Branded with a ranking of “not free,” Vietnam received one of the worst ratings in terms of media censorship strictness
in the Global Press Freedom Report of 2014, ranking 183rd out of 197 countries with regards to
press freedom.27 All of Vietnam’s media outlets are owned by the state, government, or military and
fall under the control of the Mobilization and Propaganda Department of the VCP. Privately owned,
independent media organizations are practically non-existent, as the government has stated numerous times that Vietnam will never allow “Western-style” freedom of the press.28
To date, all “sensitive content” involving such issues as VCP criticism, multi-party democracy, highlevel government corruption, human rights, religious freedom, or sovereignty disputes with China
are either blocked or removed within hours of being published.29 Those who seek access to this
information are subject to increased surveillance and investigation, and those30who share or publish
this information risk harassment, prosecution, and eventually imprisonment.
21 Lasswell. H.D (1930). Censorship. In Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences (Vol III, p. 290). New York.
22 Ingram, 2000, pp 16-21; Warf, B. (2010). Geographies of Global Internet Censorship. Geojournal, 76, 1-23.
DOI: 10.1007/s10708-010-9393-3, p.3
23 Warf, 2010, p.4
24 McKinley, C. (2013). Financially Viable Media in Emerging and Developing Markets: Vietnam. Retrieved from:
www.wan-ifra.org/articles/2012/12/04/research-and-policy-for-financially-viable-media
25 Gillispie, 2007, p.7
26 Broadcasting Board of Governors. ( 2013). Media Use in Vietnam 2013. Retrieved from: www.bbg.gov/wpcontent/media/2013/12/Vietnam-research-brief-final1.pdf
27 Freedom House. (2013). Freedom of the Press 2013. Retrieved from: www.freedomhouse.org/sites/default/
files/FOTP%202013%20Full%20Report.pdf
28 Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights. (2013). Universal Periodic Review Second Cycle – Vietnam: National Report. Retrieved from: http://daccess-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/G13/185/15/PDF/
G1318515.pdf?OpenElement
29 Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor. (2013). Country Reports on Human Rights Practices for 2013: Vietnam. Retrieved from www.state.gov/j/drl/rls/hrrpt/humanrightsreport/index.
htm?year=2013&dlid=220244
30 Ibid.
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Vietnam is ranked
183rd out of 197
countries in press
freedom.

As of 2013, Vietnam has approximately 812
print newspapers and 1,024 publications, all
of which are heavily subsidized in order to develop Vietnam’s newspaper sector.31 However,
the number of news sources does not necessarily translate into diversity. Under the orders
of the MIC, any articles from publications that
are deemed inappropriate for public reading
are sprayed over with silver paint.32 Journalists
and print media outlets in Vietnam are subject
to a set of strict laws that heavily regulate the
printing and publishing process, and all report Freedom House, 2013
directly to the MIC on a weekly basis.33 Decree
02/2011/ND-CP was recently passed, which concerns administrative violations in press and publishing activities.
Radio and television are
not exempt from the VCP’s
harsh regulations. With
over 94% of those surveyed reporting that they
have watched television in
the past 24 hours and 23%
for radio,34 these media
forms are as heavily used
as they are restricted. Decree 02/2011 also enforces
strict laws that control the
broadcasting order, stipulating fines ranging from
VND $1 million to $40 million for broadcasters who
fail to translate foreign Inside the master control room of the An Ninh Television Channel (ANTV), a
Vietnamese Police Channel focusing on news and other issues relating to public
channel programs into order
Vietnamese,35 inform the
Source: Etere
MIC of program changes,36
or broadcast a current political news program on their channel list.37 Some foreign channels are broadcasted intermittently;
however, the law still dictates that all channels must run on a 30-minute delay in order to screen
content.38

31 Human Rights Council, 2013
32 Ibid.
33 McKinley, 2013
34 Broadcasting Board of Governors, 2013
35 Decree 02/2011/ND-CP, Article 15 clause 5(d)
36 Decree 02/2011/ND-CP, Article 16 clause 1(b)
37 Decree 02/2011/ND-CP, Article 16 clause 1(a)
38 Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor, 2013
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Vietnam and Internet Censorship
With a total of 34% of the country’s population
(31 million individuals) using the Internet as of
2012,39 Vietnam is no stranger to the World Wide
Web. In fact, the Internet has now surpassed
print media as the most popular source of information in most large cities.40 Rather than harness
the potential freedoms of communication and
information, the government has decided to
manipulate Vietnamese cyberspace to subdue
the flow of information entering the country. Explaining the harsh censorship program, Foreign
Ministry representative Dũng Lê stated that the
VCP’s Internet policy “…is to prevent youngsters
from accessing unhealthy sites. We do not apply
any measures for any political goals.”41 Following
the example of the massive Internet monitoring
operation of its neighbour, the People’s Republic of China, the VCP implements its own regime
through a variety of methods, including state
ownership of service providers, vague legislation, hiring online opinion shapers, and more.

With 23 netizens in
prison, Vietnam is
ranked the secondworst country in
the world for jailed
Internet users.
Reporters Without Borders, 2014

Similar to print and broadcast media
companies, the country’s largest Internet service providers (ISPs) are stateowned; Vietnam Posts and Telecommunications (VNPT), Viettel, and FPT
Telecom dominate Vietnam’s broadband market, monopolizing Internet
access. Private ISPs are not illegal;
however, it is mandatory for them to
establish their connections to a statecontrolled Internet exchange point
(IXP), which grants them access to the
international Internet.42 This being the
case, the government has direct governance over which webpages are accessible by the public, as each ISP has
Internet activist Nguyễn Lân Thắng posts a status on Facebook at its individual list of blocked URLs.43
a cafe
According to ONI’s URL testing reSource: Reuters/Kham
port of 2012, the majority of websites
blocked on all three major ISPs contain government critiques and commentaries relating to freedom of expression, political reform,
human rights, and religious discussion.44
39 Internet World Stats. (2014). Vietnam Internet Usage Stats and Marketing Report. Retrieved from: http://
www.internetworldstats.com/asia/vn.htm
40 VNVIC. (2011, August 3). Tinh hinh su dung Internet tai Viet Nam 2011. Retrieved from: http://vnvic.com/
tin-tuc-cong-nghe/140-tinh-hinh-su-dung-internet-tai-viet-nam-2011.html
41 Agence France-Presse. (2006, August 11). Politics a no-no but porn okay. The Australian. Retrieved from:
http://theaustralian.com.au
42 Hayton, B. (2010). Vietnam: Rising Dragon. New Haven, CT: Yale University Press. p. 77.
43 Poetranto, I. (2012). Update on threats to freedom of expression online in Vietnam. OpenNet Initiative. Retrieved from: http://opennet.net/blog/2012/09/update-threats-freedom-expression-online-vietnam
44 ONI Testing 2012 Results. (2013). Retrieved from: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/
pub?key=0Ar8YpV-GdIc5dGdTZ1VDZ01xUVFhbE92UFpGWVNVbHc&gid=4
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In April 2010, Decision 15/2010/QD-UBND was passed, which made it mandatory for all Internet
retailers to install a copy of the government provided “Internet Service Retailers Management Software” before they can begin operating. The purpose of this software is vague, as some believe it is
actually a surveillance tactic to block certain websites and to monitor Internet usage. The Decree
also prohibits the use of circumvention software to bypass the country’s firewall.
Digital attacks against dissident bloggers are pervasive in Vietnam. The government’s methods of
suppressing their digital presence vary widely depending on the severity of the violations. Lesser
measures include penalties such as fines or posting a mandatory apology and self-criticism online.45 For more serious cases, methods of digital sabotage are used instead. Between 2009 and
2010, there were tens of thousands of dedicated denial of service (DDoS) attacks on targeted blogs
mentioning political criticism, rendering the webpages inaccessible. The attacks were conducted
by a network of infected computers, known as a botnet. The cyber-attacks used malware (specifically a Trojan horse) in the guise of a software update for the popular keyboard software VPSKeys
to infect computers around the world and instruct them to perform DDoS attacks on these blogs,
as demonstrated in Figure 3 below.46 Another case occurred on August 13, 2011, where a botnet
consisting of 77,000 computers launched a massive DDoS attack on www.viettan.org, which is the
main website for the pro-democracy Vietnam Reform Party. On this day, the government lifted the
firewall to the website in order for the zombie computers to perform the DDoS invasion.47 It should
be emphasized that the relationship between the string of cyber-attacks and the Vietnamese government remains implicit, as there is no concrete indication that there was a collaborative effort
with the orchestrator of the attacks.48

Figure 3: The process of a DDoS attack. Attacker sends command to the botnet, botnet proceeds to flood the server
with messages.

45 Gillispie, 2007, p. 15
46 Zuckerman, E., Roberts, H., McGrady, R., York, J., & Palfrey, J. (2010, December). Distributed Denial of Service
Attacks Against Independent Media and Human Rights Sites. Retrieved from: http://cyber.law.harvard.edu/
sites/cyber.law.harvard.edu/files/2010_DDoS_Attacks_Human_Rights_and_Media.pdf
47 Viet Tan. (2011, August 22). Vietnamese authorities orchestrate DDoS attack against Viet Tan website [Press
Release]. Retrieved from: http://www.viettan.org/
48 Zuckerman et al, 2010
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Many third parties have been hired by the government to ensure that the VCP has an extensive
online presence. The head of the Hanoi Propaganda and Education Department, Quang Lợi Hồ,
confirmed that his department has hired over 1,000 public opinion shapers (dư luận viên), whose
main purpose is to spread VCP notions online. These online polemicists operate up to 400 online
accounts and 20 online blogs, through which they participate in online discussions and attack users who post content critical of the government.49 Similar to DDoS attacks, the online polemicists
target activists on Facebook by collectively using the “report abuse” feature. En masse, hundreds
of reports for hate speech or inappropriate content are filed regarding specific accounts, causing
them to be suspended.50
As can be seen, the right to be informed exists in Vietnam, but the information that is available is
strictly limited to pro-VCP materials, creating a unipolar news climate. The harsh, ambiguous regulations not only overcomplicate media processes, but also introduce numerous measures to assure
that dissent is suppressed and party values amplified. This intense censoring regime is silencing
the voice of many Vietnamese citizens who wish to peacefully discuss potential improvements for
their country.

Case Study: A New Digital Approach to Human Rights
Internet and computer technology has impacted and changed the idea of public diplomacy by adding
a new dimension to traditional strategies; states are navigating new territory, reconciling long-established practices in the modern world through digital diplomacy or public diplomacy 2.0. This global
exchange of information is hardly new, but the frequency, quality, and quantity of the information
has been unsurpassed in prior centuries. While digital advances have not fundamentally changed the
international system, it seems undeniable that these advances have played a role in the evolution of
diplomatic and foreign policy. For example, ambassadors of past eras were practically unreachable
for the average citizen, whereas many today are only a Tweet away. The Internet has only increased
the importance of fundamental human rights, namely, the freedoms of information and expression.
Digital diplomacy can be extended further by being used not only to promote interaction but also to
educate and promote ideas reinforcing democratic principles. Despite state censorship, Vietnamese
youth are extremely tech savvy and often bypass firewalls through anonymous Virtual Private Networks. Through digital diplomatic approaches, civil servants can raise awareness of human rights issues by directly interacting with Canadians and Vietnamese alike through social media and Internet
forums.
Through measures both digital and physical, the Communist Party of Vietnam tightly controls the
media climate in that country. With nearly all of Vietnam’s media outlets and ISPs being owned
or controlled by the state, the flow of information is censored directly at its source. Even with the
emergence of citizen journalism, the bloggers and activists of Vietnam are being harassed or silenced by the state in the hope that their vocal opinions of political or religious freedom are not
disseminated. Vietnam’s vague legislation facilitates this censorship, using arbitrary interpretations
of the law to imprison some of these dissidents. The exchange of thoughtful information, whether
broadcasted, printed, or online, seems to be carried out through a middleman, a Big Brother of
sorts. For now, temporary solutions such as digital diplomacy and circumvention software are the
only tools at the disposal of Vietnamese advocates to promote their rights to expression: the freedom of speech, the freedom of information, and the freedom of communication.
49 Pham, N. (2013, January 11). Vietnam admits deploying bloggers to support government. BBC News.
Retrieved from: http://bbc.com/news/world/asia
50 Hoang, D. (2014, July 18). Vietnamese Government ‘Opinion Shapers’ Target Activist Facebook Pages.
Global Voices Online. Retrieved from: http://advocacy.globalvoicesonline.org/
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CHAPTER 3
HUMAN
TRAFFICKING

“

PEACE CAN ONLY LAST

WHERE HUMAN RIGHTS ARE
RESPECTED, WHERE THE PEOPLE
ARE FED, AND WHERE INDIVIDUALS
AND NATIONS ARE FREE.

”

-TENZIN GYATSO,
THE 14TH DALAI LAMA
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HUMAN

TRAFFICKING
Human

trafficking is a serious violation of human rights and the major cause of modern-day slavery in South-East Asia. Today, more than 29.8 million people worldwide are victims of human trafficking or slavery.1 That’s one in every 236 people around the world.2
Through coercion, force or deception, many individuals, usually those on the margins of society,
are entrapped by slavery.3 Victims of human trafficking are exploited for labour, sex or their organs.
Today, many Vietnamese are victims of trafficking and require adequate aid and support. This chapter presents a definition of human trafficking and describes the various types and causes of human
trafficking occuring in Vietnam.

Definition
Human trafficking can be defined as:
“The mean the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, by means of the
threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of
power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the
consent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation (article 3 of the
Trafficking in Persons Protocol).”4
Trafficking in persons has three key components, which are demonstrated below in Figure 4:

ACT
Recruitment
Transport
Transfer
Harbouring
Receipt of persons

MEANS
Threat or use of force
Coercion
Abduction
Fraud
Deception
Abuse of power of vulnerability
Giving payments or
benefits

PURPOSE
Exploitation, including
prostitution of others
Sexual exploitation
Forced labour
Slavery or similar practices
Removal of organs
Other types of exploitation

Figure 4 - The three components of human trafficking.5

1 Ecouterre. (2013). Over 29 Million People Enslaved, Says World’s First Slavery Index. Retrived from http://www.
ecouterre.com/more-than-29-million-people-enslaved-says-worlds-first-global-slavery-index/.
2 The Global Slavery Index (2013). What is modern slavery. Retrieved from http://www.globalslaveryindex.org
3 United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime. (2014). Human trafficking and migrant smuggling. Retrieved from
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/human-trafficking/index.html.
4 United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime. (2009). Toolkit to Combat Trafficking in Persons, Global Programme Against Trafficking in Human Beings. Retrieved from http://www.unodc.org/documents/humantrafficking/Toolkit-files/07-89375_Ebook%5B1%5D.pdf.
5 United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, (2009). p. 2.
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Human Trafficking Laws in Vietnam

Vietnamese laws against human trafficking take a repressive and punitive approach. Human trafficking is therefore treated as a criminal rather than civil problem. While all laws criminalize human
trafficking, they unfortunately do not address victim protection and rehabilitation:
The Vietnamese Penal Code, particularly articles 119 and 120, criminalizes human trafficking
for commercial sexual exploitation purposes
Article 5 of the Labour Code prohibits forced labour and the employment of children under
the age of 15
The Law on Prevention, Suppression against Human Trafficking in Vietnam (LPSAHT), in
force since 2012, recognizes internal trafficking and cross-border trafficking,6 and recognized
victim protection for the first time. However, the term is only generally defined, and the law does
not provide how victims must be protected
Decree 62, passed in 2012 as the result of pressure from civil society, addresses the issue of
victim identification7
To combat human trafficking, Vietnamese Criminal Investigations, a specialized counter-trafficking police unit, was created8

Types of Human Trafficking in Vietnam
(a) Trafficking of women and children

Between 2005 and 2009, approximately 6,000 trafficking victims were identified in Vietnam. Of
these, more than 3,000 cases led to judicial proceedings. However, more than 40,000 Vietnamese
women and children have been reported missing and are likely victims of trafficking.9

(b) Trafficking of men

Counter-trafficking policies in Vietnam are currently centred on women. However, many men are
also trafficked for labour purposes in gold mines, Saigon factories and construction sites. Trafficking of boys exists as well: more and more young boys are being trafficked to the United Kingdom
to work in cannabis growing operations.10

(c) Trafficking of children: sexual exploitation (CSEC)

According to the Pacific Links Foundation, approximately 1,000 Vietnamese children have been
trafficked from Vietnam since 2005. Of these, between 2009 and 2010, 350 to 500 were trafficked to
China and 58 to the United Kingdom. Children are frequently the target of traffickers, as they are
more easily manipulated than adults. Most girls in brothels are over the age of 15, but sometimes
girls as young as 12 are found in these establishments. Sometimes very poor Vietnamese families
sell their own children, commonly to Chinese families who want more children. A boy can provide
additional labour in agricultural regions, which explains the high percentage (up to 44%) of men
and boys in forced labour. Sometimes Chinese men purchase Vietnamese women for them to produce sons that are immediately taken from their mother. In 98% of cases women are trafficked for
sexual exploitation.11
6 United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime. (2012). Needs Assessment for Establishing a National Referral
Mechanism in Vietnam. Retrieved from http://www.unodc.org/documents/southeastasiaandpacific/Publications/2013/NRM/Final_Draft_Vietnam_NRM_.pdf at p. 2
7 United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, 2012, p. 16.
8 C. Tucker, K. Kammel, H. Lehman and E. Ward. (2010). An Analysis of Human Trafficking for Sexual Exploitation
in the Socialist Republic of Vietnam and a Comprehensive Approach to Combatting the Problem. Chicago, Illinois:
International Human Rights Law Institute of DePaul University College of Law.
9 Child Exploitation and Online Protection Centre (CEOP). (2000). International relations. Retrieved from
http://www.ceop.police.uk/International-Child-Protection-Network/
10 Child Exploitation and Online Protection Centre in association with the British Embassy. (2011). Hanoi p.
11.
11 International Labour Office. (2005). A Global Alliance Against Forced Labor. Retrieved from http://www.ilo.
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Figure 5 - Two infographics raising public awareness for trafficking of children.12

(d) Forced labour and debt bondage
Economic exploitation is the
main source of exploitation.
Vietnam’s labour export companies, most of which are affiliated with the state, charge
workers as much as $10,000
for the opportunity to work
abroad. In order to leave their
country, many Vietnamese
incur heavy debts, making
them highly vulnerable to
debt bondage and forced
labour. Some labour export
companies take advantage of
the situation and abuse workers by making them sign contracts in a foreign language
or not allowing them to read
their contracts in full.13

Two children working in a Vietnamese garment factory.
Source: CMVN: Báo Chí Với Trẻ Em

(e) Sweatshops

Because of deplorable working conditions, sweatshops are mired in scandal. In June 2014, warning
messages sewn onto Primark clothing labels were discovered by shoppers.14 This reopened the
debate about conditions in the apparel industry. Major brands should have a code of ethics that
meets international labour standards.

org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_norm/---declaration/documents/publication/wcms_081882.pdf.
12 Child Exploitation and Online Protection Centre in association with the British Embassy, 2011, p. 11-13.
13 Humantrafficking. (2011). Vietnam Tier 2 Watch List. Retrieved from http://www.humantrafficking.org/
uploads/publications/CountryNarratives-T-Z_and_SpecialCases.pdf at p.384
14 S. Rustin. (2014, June 25). “This cry for help on a Primark label can’t be ignored,” The Guardian.
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Causal Factors of Human Trafficking in Vietnam
(a) Organized crime

Whether for the purposes of sexual exploitation, forced labour or debt bondage, traffickers systematically confiscate passports and other legal documents. Victims are therefore deprived of their
identity and must obey the traffickers. Victims cannot escape or even contact the police to be rescued. Because they know victims’ identities, traffickers can threaten victims’ loved ones if they do
not cooperate.15

(b) Recruitment: Poverty — the root of the problem

Poverty is the root of human trafficking problems that criminal organizations feed on. Factors exploited by traffickers include poverty, unemployment, difficult family situations and the desire for a
better future. Many unemployed workers and members of the lower social classes are tempted by
the opportunities major cities offer.

(c) Vulnerability factors
Sex: Women and children are much more vulnerable to trafficking than their male counterparts. The International Labour Organization estimates that 80% of victims are women and 98% of
trafficking victims are women working in the sex industry. Although Vietnam officially guarantees
gender equality, a misogynistic culture is still very present in Vietnam. This patriarchal culture stems
from Confucian values that are deeply rooted in the traditions, customs and minds of Vietnamese.
Women are therefore discriminated against in Vietnamese society, which makes them more vulnerable to human trafficking and organized crime.
Economic status and education: A person’s economic status can make them vulnerable to human trafficking; criminal organizations exploit their economic vulnerability to trap them. Poverty is linked to a lack of education, particularly among Vietnamese women. Low-income families
cannot afford high tuition fees and will focus on their sons’ education. Many Vietnamese girls are
not adequately informed about the risks they face by agreeing to follow traffickers. Only an estimated 57% of Vietnamese women understand the risk of human trafficking.16 While school is mandatory up to age 14, only 40% of children in rural areas continue to attend. According to a 2005
report by Save the Children, nearly 94% of trafficking victims have low levels of education, 10% of
which are illiterate.17
Age: Children are the most vulnerable to trafficking. They do not have the cognitive, social or
financial capacity to adequately protect themselves against the dangers of trafficking. Many children, including orphans, are kidnapped by criminal organizations that take them under their wings
by offering them food and shelter in order to gain their trust to better exploit them later. Some very
poor families entrust their children to the “better hands” of traffickers, with the full knowledge that
their children will be sexually exploited.18
Demand: There is strong demand for young Vietnamese women and children, particularly for
sexual exploitation purposes. Virgin girls are particularly prized in southeast Asia and China, where
single men are looking for a bride. Cambodia is now the largest importer of virgin minors; one
quarter of Vietnamese virgins transit through this region of the globe.19 There is also demand from
foreign tourists who come to Vietnam to take sexual advantage of young Vietnamese children.
Other factors, such as inadequate social programs and conflict increase human trafficking.
15 Humantrafficking. (2011). Vietnam Tier 2 Watch List. Retrieved from http://www.humantrafficking.org/
uploads/publications/CountryNarratives-T-Z_and_SpecialCases.pdf at p.384.
16 C. Tucker, K. Kammel, H. Lehman and E. Ward, 2010, pp. 450-451.
17 Child Exploitation and Online Protection Centre in association with the British Embassy, Hanoi, 2011, p.
13-14.
18 C. Tucker, K. Kammel, H. Lehman and E. Ward, 2010, p. 451.
19 C. Tucker, K. Kammel, H. Lehman and E. Ward, 2010, p. 452.
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(d) Stigmatization
Instead of focusing on victim protection, the Vietnamese government focuses on the impact trafficking has on society’s mores. The government considers the sex trade a social evil that must be
eradicated by the Department of Social Evil Prevention in support of the state’s moralistic views.20
The pejorative connotations used by the government in various anti-trafficking campaigns have
negatively affected the population’s attitude toward sex workers and victims of human trafficking.
Therefore, in addition to being victims of human trafficking, women and girls are often rejected by
their own families for bringing dishonour to their family.

Fear for
their life or
a loved one’s
(threat)
No proof
of identity
(documents
confiscated
by the
traffickers);
illegal life

Lack of
trust in
authorities (fear
of being deported
or prosecuted)
or themselves
Victims do
(defeatist
not know their
attitude)

Shame
and
dishonour to
the family

Victims do
not know they
are victims of
human trafficking
(psychological

rights or the laws
they can take

Physically advantage of
Do not
unable to flee
speak the
(armed guards,
language;
drugged,
cultural
Lack
Lack of addicted,
etc.)
barriers
of family,
financial
friends or
support
resources
structure

Figure 6 - Various reasons why victims of human trafficking do not speak out

Human trafficking is a serious violation of human rights that capture many economic, social and
cultural complexities for men and women. Despite attempts to combat trafficking, the exploitation
of vulnerable people for trafficking purposes remains a serious problem in Vietnam. However, the
problem is not unique to Vietnam and transcends the country’s borders. In a globalized world, it is
the international community’s responsibility to coordinate efforts in order to establish an effective
policy to fight human trafficking that takes into account socioeconomic complexities and existing
transnational linkages.21
Unfortunately, Vietnamese authorities do not consider trafficking a human rights issue, but more
as an immoral scourge tarnishing morals and traditions that must be eradicated in order to build a
better society. This view directly impacts victims of human trafficking, who are considered by both
the government and the people to be parasites and social offenders that nobody cares about. This
stigma creates a double burden, increasing the risk that victims fall back into the trap of human
trafficking and exploitation, increasing rather than relieving their suffering.22

20 R. Vijeyarasa. (2010). “The State, the family and language of ‘social evils’: re-stigmatizing victims of trafficking in Vietnam,” Culture, Health & Sexuality 1(89-102).
21 M.A. Kieu et al. (2013). The Office of Senator Thanh Hai Ngo: Vietnam Human Rights Report 2012-2013. Ottawa, Ontario: Senate of Canada, at p.35.
22 M.A. Kieu et al., 2013, p.34.
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DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE

IN VIETNAM

This

chapter will describe how human rights objectives are implemented into development
aid on a domestic and international scale by exploring the challenges that persist in
Vietnam and how they can be overcome. First, the chapter explores the level of development in
Vietnam and how it has progressed since the Đổi Mới reforms in 1986. On an international scale,
we will explore Vietnam’s status and ranking with respect to the UN Millennium Goals. Second, this
chapter looks at development agents such as civil societies and modern civil societies in Vietnam.
Third, this chapter examines Canada’s role in delivering development aid to specific sectors in Vietnam. Lastly, we will look into the role corruption plays in delivering development aid and remittance funds in Vietnam and provide recommendations that can be implemented to circumvent
corruption.

Development Assistance and Human Rights

More than 50 nations provide foreign aid to Vietnam within different aid priorities that seek to address or promote good governance, judicial reform, poverty alleviation, economic development,
food security, gender equity, indigenous issues, and health factors.1 Some of the aid projects have
a solid human rights dimension, provided through other objectives such as good governance and
poverty reduction.2
It is the obligation of every government and state to abide by international law to promote and protect the human rights and fundamental freedoms of individuals or groups of individuals.3 Human
rights have become a more important aspect of development policy and foreign policy since the
end of the Cold War,4 and there has been growing recognition of the links between human rights
violations, poverty, exclusion, vulnerability, and conflict. Since the late 1990s and early 2000s, increasing numbers of bilateral and multilateral donors have introduced policies integrating human
rights as a means of improving the quality of development relations.5 There are five different ways
in which donors have implemented human rights into their development policies: a human rightsbased approach, human rights mainstreaming, human rights dialogue, human rights projects, and
implicit human rights work, shown in Figure 7 on the next page.6

1 Randall, S.J. (2010). “Canada and the Americas: Human Rights, Development, and Foreign Aid”. Canadian
International Council. Retrieved from: http://opencanada.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/05/Canada-and-theAmericas_-Human-Rights-Development-and-Foreign-Aid-Stephen-J.-Randall.pdf at p. 6
2 Randall, 2010, p.11
3 Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, 2014
4 Prion, L.H., & O’Neil, T. (2005). “Integrating Human Rights into Development: A Synthesis of Donor Approaches and Experiences”. Overseas Development Institute. Retrieved from: http://www.odi.org/sites/odi.
org.uk/files/odi-assets/publications-opinion-files/4403.pdf
5 The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. (2014). Human rights and development.
Retrieved from: http://www.oecd.org/dac/governance-development/humanrightsanddevelopment.htm
6 Prion & O’Neil, 2005
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HUMAN
RIGHTSBASED
APPROACHES

HUMAN
RIGHTS
MAINSTREAMING*

HUMAN
RIGHTS
DIALOGUE*

HUMAN
RIGHTS
PROJECTS *

IMPLICIT
HUMAN
RIGHTS WORK

Human rights
considered constitutive of the goal
of development,
leading to a new
approach to aid
and requiring institutional changes.

Efforts to ensure
that human rights
are integrated into
all sectors of existing aid interventions (e.g. water,
education). This
may include “do no
harm” aspects.

Foreign policy and
aid
dialogues include
human
rights issues,
subject to conditions. Aid modalities and volumes
may be affected
in cases of significant human rights
violations.

Projects or programs directly
targeted at the
realization of
specific rights (e.g.
freedom of
expression), specific groups (e.g.
children),
or in support of
human rights
organizations (e.g.
in civil society).

Agencies may not
explicitly work
on human rights
issues and prefer to
use other descriptors (“protection,”
“empowerment”
or general “good
governance”). The
goal, content and
approach can be
related to other
explicit forms of
human rights integration rather than
“repackaging.”

Figure 7 - Summary of the five approaches used by donors to integrate human rights into development funding.
This chart was adopted directly from Prion & O’Neil (2005), p. 3. An asterisk (*) indicates the most commonly used
approaches by donors.

Development Assistance: Canada and Vietnam

In 1986, Vietnam lifted bans on private enterprise, and the VCP launched a renewal campaign called
Đổi Mới, which was aimed at political and economic reform. Đổi Mới was intended to facilitate a
smooth transition from a centralized economy to a socialist-oriented market economy.7 The reform
has been largely beneficial to Vietnam by reducing the poverty rate from 60% to 20%, increasing
tourism in the country, and attracting foreign investment.8
Bilateral relations between Canada and Vietnam were established in 1973. In 2009, Vietnam was
confirmed to be one of Canada’s top 20 countries of focus based on need, capacity to benefit from
aid, and alignment with Canadian foreign policy objectives.9 From 1990 to 2012, Canada contributed over $793 million in development assistance to Vietnam’s economic reform and poverty reduction initiatives.10 Figure 8, on the next page, shows the priority areas in which Canada has been
a leader in providing development assistance to Vietnam.
Canada continues to integrate environmental sustainability, advancing gender equality, and
strengthening governance institutions and practices. Bilateral trade between Canada and Vietnam
reached an all-time high of nearly $2 billion in 2012. Canadian companies have found opportunities in Vietnam in a variety of sectors, including agriculture and agri-food, education and training, forest industries, oil and gas, and information and communication technologies. The total
disbursement in Vietnam from 2012 to 2013 was $39.44 million.11
7 Pesek , W. (9 March 2013). Vietnam’s star is dimming . Retrieved from http://www.bloombergview.com/articles/2013-05-09/vietnam-s-star-is-dimming
8 Lamb, D. (March 2008). Revolutionary Road. Retrieved from http://www.smithsonianmag.com/travel/revolutionary-road-21003988/?page=4
9 Government of Canada (2014, January). Canada-Vietnam Relations. Retrieved from http://www.canadainternational.gc.ca/vietnam/bilateral_relations_bilaterales/index.aspx?lang=eng&menu_id=7
10 Government of Canada., 2014
11 Government of Canada. (2014, June 25). Vietnam. Retrieved from http://www.international.gc.ca/development-developpement/countries-pays/vietnam.aspx?lang=eng
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INCREASING FOOD SECURITY

SECURING THE FUTURE
OF CHILDREN AND
YOUTH

• Food aid and nutrition
• Sustainable agricultural
development, particularly
for small-scale farmers and
women
• Research and development

• Child survival, including
maternal health
• Access to quality education
• Safe and secure futures for
children and youth

STIMULATING
SUSTAINABLE
ECONOMIC GROWTH
• Building economic foundations
• Growing businesses
• Investing in people

Figure 8 - The priority development areas to which Canada has contributed.

Achievements in 2012–2013

Sustainable economic growth means an increase over time in the output of an economy that integrates economic, social, and environmental considerations and that is supported by efficient institutions and sound policies. This growth must also enable the poor to participate in economic
opportunities and enjoy their benefits.12
According to the report, Canada helped to “increase private sector access to finance by supporting
improvements to the loan administration process, resulting in more than 130,000 new loans issued
across the Mekong region, and supported legal and regulatory improvements by contributing to
the improvement of more than 100 laws or policies, thereby saving businesses an estimated $447
million in government compliance costs each year. As a result, Vietnam’s economy grew and developed.13
Canada is helping to improve the quality and quantity of food produced in Vietnam by supporting
agricultural practices, and helping 38 farms and cooperatives to obtain GAP certification (Good Agricultural Practices) and reduce chemical contaminants in vegetables and biological contaminants
in pork samples. Canada also provided training in new technologies that help increase revenue as
much as 30% to more than 8,000 farmers and reduce post-harvest losses by 33%.14 Please refer to
Appendix B for a chart illustrating the various development projects in Vietnam that the Canadian
government and private-industry donors have supported in recent years and will continue to support until 2016.

Political Corruption and Development Assistance

Political corruption is a ubiquitous and pervasive practice and can be defined as “the sale by
government officials of government property for personal gain.” There is a growing concern that
corrupt government officials are unpunished because their superiors are engaging in equal or
worse conduct. The cause of political corruption begins with donor countries when aid priorities are heavily influenced by domestic and private-industry interests as opposed to focusing
on the needs of the impoverished or on a recipient country’s long-term national development
objectives. When the process of delivering official development assistance is hidden from the
public, it becomes particularly conducive to corruption and abuse of this assistance. The lack of
public information on matters of aid allocation impedes citizens from identifying, preventing, and
countering corruption in their governments. Thus, transparency and disclosure of information is
vital to breed and mobilize concerns among citizens, make civil societies more vigilant, and foster
investigative journalism by the media.
12 Government of Canada. (2013, September 12). Stimulating Sustainable Economic Growth. Retrieved from
http://www.acdi-cida.gc.ca/acdi-cida/ACDI-CIDA.nsf/eng/FRA-101515146-QKD
13 Government of Canada. (2014, March 11). Vietnam. Retrieved from http://www.acdi-cida.gc.ca/acdi-cida/
acdi-cida.nsf/en/jud-217143241-qwy
14 Government of Canada, 2014
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The objective of development aid is to reduce poverty and assist developing countries in establishing the infrastructure that serves as
an impetus for achieving growth and stability within the country.
However, there is a growing concern that development aid is in
danger of not reaching the poor, and is instead feeding corruption in developing countries. According to Transparency
International’s Corruption Perceptions Index, Vietnam is one
of the top ten recipient countries of development assistance
and among one of the most corrupt alongside Iraq, the Democratic Republic of Congo, and Pakistan. 15

“

Corruption and
abuse of office
remain among the
VCP’s most serious
problems.15

Corruption and Development Aid in Vietnam

”

Certain governments have chosen to use corruption scores to determine which countries will receive development aid (i.e., more corrupt countries will not receive aid or will receive less aid).
However, it has been suggested that this is not an ideal way to determine whether a country is deserving of aid since the countries with the most corrupt governments are likely to be those needing aid the most. Rather, Transparency International has stated that countries that are believed
to be corrupt should serve as a signal to donors that investment is needed systematically to fight
corruption.16 Donors must improve the management and implementation of delivering foreign
aid since this aid could have a detrimental effect on government institutions through increased
corruption.17
Since 1993, Vietnam has received approximately $58.4 billion USD worth of official development
aid from numerous international donors to relieve poverty, build infrastructure, and improve the
environment.18 However, political corruption is rampant in Vietnam in both the public and private
sectors. It has culminated in a loss of about 3%–4% of GDP each year.19
Political corruption is perceived by the VCP
as a threat to its political legitimacy and
thus there is an incentive for it to address
the problem head on. In 2005, the VCP conducted a corruption survey, revealing that
corruption is experienced at all levels and
in all organizations both centrally and locally, on a scale ranging from petty to grand.20
Those who responded to the survey also indicated that corruption is the most serious
19
social issue affecting Vietnam, and ranked
higher than inflation and unemployment.
The agencies thought to be the most corrupt in Vietnam include those involving land and housing, border customs, traffic police, tax and
finance, construction in infrastructure projects and health. The most commonly used modes of corruption include soliciting bribes by creating obstacles, accepting bribes for favours, nepotism, and
using public funds for personal use.21 On a larger scale, state-owned enterprises are also prone to

Between 2009 and
2013, Vietnam received
$4,115,780,000 USD
in official development
assistance.

15 Bertelsmann Stiftung Transformaion Index. (2012). Vietnam Country Report. Retrieved from: http://www.
bti-project.de/fileadmin/Inhalte/reports/2012/pdf/BTI%202012%20Vietnam.pdf, p. 10
16 Transparency International: the Local Coalition against Corruption, 2007, p. 15
17 Kangoye, T. (n.d). “Aid and governance: when aid unpredictability increases corruption in recipient countries”. Retrieved from: www.csae.ox.ac.uk/conferences/2011-EDiA/papers/141-Kangoye.pdf
18 Development Workshop Foundation. (9 April 2014). “Rethinking aid and corruption in Vietnam”. Retrieved
from: http://www.dwf.org/en/blog/rethinking-aid-and-corruption-vietnam
19 The World Bank. (2014). “Net official development assistance and official aid received (current US$)”. Retrieved from: http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/DT.ODA.ALLD.CD
20 NORAD, 2011, p. 12
21 NORAD, 2011, p. 12
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corruption through collusion in the tendering process for projects, recruiting unqualified persons,
and organizing lavish excursions to influence higher-ranking officials.22
Due to widespread political corruption in Vietnam, in 2009 the VCP implemented the “Anti-Corruption Strategy,” a comprehensive set of policies meant to curb political corruption.23 A Central
Steering Committee for Anti-Corruption (CSCAC) was set up, which was responsible for leading
the national campaign against corruption and setting up working groups to check on high-profile
corruption cases.24
However, the CSCAC has proven to be ineffective as some of its officials have been accused of being
corrupt themselves.25 For example, in 2013 Bá Thanh Nguyễn was appointed to head the Central
Commission on Internal Affairs as part of the CSCAC but only a few years prior to his appointment,
he was accused of accepting bribes and kickbacks from infrastructure construction projects and
urban development schemes.26

Case Study: Foreign Direct Investment from Japan
There have been numerous allegations of corruption in the Vietnamese government. Most recently, a
Japanese company, Japan Transportation Consultants Inc., allegedly offered and paid over $780,000
in bribes to high-ranking officials
to win a tender for a rail project in
Hà Nội. Japan benefits from the
economic assistance that it provides through increased exports
and international recognition as a
major donor.34 To regain its citizens’ trust, Japan has scaled back
on providing development aid to
Vietnam. Suspending funding to
Vietnam would seriously hinder its
infrastructure development.35

Vietnamese President Tấn Sang Trương and Japanese Prime
Minister Shinzō Abe deliver a joint statement after a signing
ceremony for development assistance. Japan is one of Vietnam’s major contributors, who donated over $20 billion USD
between 1993 and 2012, and just over $1.3 billion USD in
2013 and 2014.36
Source: The Japan Times

Remittance Funds

Development aid is only one means of feeding political corruption in Vietnam. Another source of
funding comes largely from remittance funds provided by expatriates and overseas Vietnamese.
Remittances are economic transfers that follow unidirectional paths from a mobile worker to their
sending household, community, and country.27 Recently released data suggests that no country
comes close to matching, on a relative basis, the amount of money that Canadian immigrants send
back to their home countries. Part of the reason for Canada’s great outflow is the number of immigrants in the country, accounting for approximately 20% of the population. The immigration point
system is favourable to higher-skilled, higher-earning, and therefore higher-remitting immigrants.
According to World Bank figures, an estimated $23.4 billion was sent abroad in 2012.28 In 2013,
Vietnam was expected to receive a record $10.6 billion USD in overseas remittance funds, the 9th
22 NORAD, 2011, p. 12
23 NORAD, 2011, p. 13
24 Thayer, C. (2014). “Vietnam in 2013 Domestic Contestation and Foreign Policy Success”. Southeast Asian
Affairs: 354-372at 356.
25 Thayer, 2014
26 Thayer, 2014, p. 356.
27 Cohen, J.H. (2011). Migration, Remittances, and Household Strategies. Annual Review of Anthropology 40,
pp. 103-114. Retrieved from http://www.jstor.org.ezproxy.library.yorku.ca/stable/41287722. 104
28 Westwood, R. (2013, March 4). Homeward bound. Maclean’s. p. 22
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highest in the world as forecasted by a World Bank report.29 A number of macroeconomic studies have confirmed that remittances are an important part of national economies. International
remittances not only account for a considerable percentage of a countries’ GDP, but also exceed
aid flows and portfolio investment flows by a wide margin. In Vietnam’s case, remittances count for
approximately 11.2% of its GDP,30 more than three quarters of foreign direct investment and more
than double its aid flows. 31
In Canada, Việt Kiều, a term used by the Vietnamese to refer to overseas Vietnamese, are the main
senders of remittances. As revealed by a World Bank paper, “The remittance habits of Việt Kiều are
generally not characterized by small remittances sent regularly to sustain family back home” but
are instead sent several times a year annually for cultural occasions such as Tet, weddings, and funerals. Other Việt Kiều transfers include investments in business ventures run by family or friends,
or to prepare for the eventual homecoming of the migrant.32
Generally, the most widely used system of transfer in the remittance corridor between Canada and
Vietnam are Informal Funds Transfer (IFT) methods, which include transfer through a Money Services Business (MSB), “hot transfers,” and hand delivery of undeclared cash.
MSBs are subject to regulations issued by the Financial Transactions and Reports
Analysis Centre of Canada. However, there are informal channels that operate within this class of
money remitters that may not fully meet the regulatory obligations. While this does not mean that
these avenues are illegal or unreliable, it does raise the issue of potential abuse. For example, criminals may misuse transfer systems in order to expand their illegal activities by laundering money
through the remittance corridor.
Hot transfers “use offsetting accounts and other booking methods to facilitate transactions.” A business operator may have other businesses at the same location, such as a delivery
service or ethnic grocery store, which use trade flows and shipments to facilitate transfers in the
corridor through over- and under-invoicing.33
A thorough analysis of remittances to Vietnam is severely limited by the lack of data available. What
can be determined is that Vietnam is a largely cash-based economy with a weak banking sector
where IFT systems are widely used. Apart from the lack of physical infrastructure, the internal infrastructure is equally weak – banks have not developed the technology necessary to make efficient
transfers, resulting in high costs that deter potential clients.
Vietnam has strict foreign exchange and capital account controls; generally, money can only be
received and withdrawn in local currency, and U.S. dollars may only be used in authorized shops or
deposited into banks. Anecdotal evidence shows that Vietnamese authorities often seize particularly large, formal remittance transactions, creating a strong incentive for Việt Kiều to evade these
policies and utilize IFT methods.

29 Thanh Nien News. (2014, October 4). “Vietnam receives $10.6 bln in remittances, among top 10 nations”.
Retrieved from http://thanhniennews.com/business/vietnam-receives-106-bln-in-remittances-among-top10-nations-1039.html
30 Small, I.V. (2012). “Over There”: Imaginative Displacements in Vietnamese Remittance Gift Economies. Journal of Vietnamese Studies 7(3), 157.
31 La, H.A. & Leung, S. (2012). Remittances from Migrants: Experiences of Vietnamese Households. Journal of
Vietnamese Studies 7(4), 10.
32 Hernandez-Coss, R. (2005). The Canada-Vietnam Remittance Corridor: Lessons on Shifting from Informal
to Formal Transfer Systems. World Bank Working Paper No. 48. Retrieved from http://elibrary.worldbank.org/
doi/pdf/10.1596/0-8213-6127-9
33 Coss , 2005, 16.
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This chapter examined Canada’s role with respect to delivering development assistance to Vietnam
and how political corruption in the country hinders national development goals and stifles the
advancement of human rights. Donor countries utilize various approaches to incorporate human
rights into development programs for recipient countries; however, the delivery process is often
hidden from the public, which makes it even more conducive to political corruption – it is essentially a revolving door that does nothing for the development of human rights.
STEPS TO ENSURE THE PROPER, INTENDED USE OF DEVELOPMENT AID
ISSUE

Political and governance
context

RECCOMMENDATION
Incorporate a comprehensive integrity assessment as part of
poverty reduction programs to strengthen integrity and
prevent corruption
Donors should directly support civil society to ensure that
they can play an effective role in anti-corruption measures

Donors should demonstrate aid transparency by making
Lack of aid transparency
mandatory
the disclosure of all aid-related decisions and
and access to information

transfers – from inception to evaluation
Budget transparency should be supported as an essential
aspect of all forms of aid and used to assist recipient countries
in fulfilling their anti-corruption commitments

Accountability and the
empowerment of intended beneficiaries

Mutual accountability from donor and recipient countries
Design, implement, and monitor aid that would support
transparent and inclusive processes that strengthen domestic
accountability
Recipient counties need to ascertain domestic demand for
aid-supported policies
Donors should respond with urgency to requests by recipient countries to support key governance institutions (i.e.,
making the justice system accessible to the poor)
Set timelines for increases in the national revenue-raising
commitments critical to strengthening domestic accountability
Institutionalize enforcement mechanisms to address
corruption-related complaints by beneficiaries, civil society and
other concerned stakeholders

Tracking aid delivery

All procurement should be completely transparent with
appropriate independent oversight (i.e., integrity pacts,
anti-bribery compliance programs, and civil society monitoring
for public procurement)
Investigate all complaints, institute public sanctions against
public contractors, and require bidders to demonstrate effective implementation of internal anti-corruption policies

Internal reforms

Donor and recipient government administrations should
reform incentives to reward public accountability and anticorruption measures, and develop sanctions to address their
neglect

Figure 9: This chart is adapted from Transparency International, which provides practical steps for both donor and
recipient countries to follow in order to ensure that development aid goes toward its aimed objective and does not
feed a corrupt government.
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CHAPTER 5
IMPACTS OF
GLOBALIZATION

“

"ONLY GOVERNMENTS THAT

TRUST THEIR OWN CITIZENS
ENOUGH TO GUARANTEE THEIR
RIGHTS CAN BE TRUSTED BY OTHER
GOVERNMENTS."

”

-PEDRO PIZANO,
“THE POWER OF NAMING AND SHAMING”,
FOREIGN POLICY
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IMPACTS OF

GLOBALIZATION
With

the advancement of technology, we are in an age of globalization and are witnessing increased international integration through the exchange of ideas, cultures, and
world views. Vietnam is no stranger to foreign forces. Over its history, Vietnam has been ruled by
China, run by the French, occupied by Japan and attacked by the United States. Its unique culture
thus combines a blend of Chinese, French, and American influences, and the country has been a
long-time economic force in its own right within its region of Southeast Asia. However, even with
Vietnam’s progress towards integration in the international arena, its human rights record leaves
much to be desired. While it has recently gained a seat on the United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC), Vietnam’s internal state of affairs and human rights situation remains far below the
expected international standard to the extent that Western nations often use economic incentives
as an attempt to improve conditions in Vietnam as will be explored further in the chapter. Canada boasts a thriving and active Vietnamese community; however, their settlement here has been
marked by the devastation of their country of origin and destruction of their livelihoods through
war and strife. Since the Communist takeover of Vietnam in 1975, which ended the Vietnam War,
the Vietnamese single party Communist government has systematically abused and violated the
rights and freedoms of its citizens. Now that globalization has opened its borders to a dialogue
with the rest of the world, the question is whether enough is being done to improve freedoms and
human right conditions in Vietnam.

Universal Periodic Review

The UPR is a mechanism of the UNHRC, which aims to ensure that all United Nations Member
States have their records examined in order to improve the condition of human rights worldwide.1
According to General Assembly Resolution 60/251 of March 15, 2006, the Human Rights Council
must:
undertake a universal periodic review, based on objective and reliable information, of the fulfillment by each State of its human rights obligations and commitments in a manner which ensures
universality of coverage and equal treatment with respect to all States; the review shall be a cooperative mechanism based on an interactive dialogue, with the full involvement of the country
concerned and with consideration given to its capacity-building needs… 2
On June 18, 2007, one year after the Council’s first meeting, the UPR mechanism was officially
launched through its “institution-building package.” The inaugural session of the UPR Working
Group was held in April 2008, where all 193 United Nations Member States had their human rights
records reviewed for the first four-year UPR cycle (April 2008 to October 2011). As per HRC Resolution 16/21, adopted on March 25, 2005, and Decision 17/119 concerning the review of the Council,
states under review for the second and subsequent UPR cycles should focus on implementing of
the accepted recommendations and on developing their human rights situation. The second cycle
for all states is scheduled to conclude in November 2016.3
1 United Nations Office at Geneva. (2014, January 23). Human Rights Council Universal Periodic Review to Hold
Eighteenth Session in Geneva from 27 January to 7 February. Retrieved from http://www.unog.ch/unog/website/news_media.nsf/(httpNewsByYear_en)/CD4CB9A52341C506C1257C6800508991?OpenDocument
2 UNGA Resolution adopted by the General Assembly: Human Rights Council (15 March 2006) UN Doc A/
Res/60/251
3 United Nations Office at Geneva, 2014
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UPR and Vietnam

Vietnam was first reviewed on May 8, 2009, and received 123 recommendations from 60 States, 96
of which were accepted. On February 5, 2014, Vietnam, represented by a 23-member delegation
headed by its Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, Hà Kim Ngọc, went through the UPR for the second time in Geneva. Statements were made by 106 delegations, and 227 recommendations were
issued. Vietnam provided its response at the 26th session of the Human Rights Council on June 20,
2014, where it supported 182 of the 227 recommendations received. According to Nguyễn Trung
Thành, Vietnam’s Permanent Representative to the United Nations Office at Geneva, Vietnam was
unable to support the remaining recommendations as they “were not suitable to the historical,
social, and cultural particularities of the land or were based on incorrect information.” 4 In an article
published in Nhan Dan Newspaper, the official newspaper of the Communist Party of Vietnam, the
approval of Vietnam’s UPR was seen as an “international acknowledgement of […] its achievements
in exercising human rights and refutation of truth-distorting rhetoric from hostile forces as well as
individuals and organizations with an unfriendly attitude towards Vietnam.”5
Despite Vietnam’s increased rhetoric about its “determination to ensure the promotion and protection of human rights,”6 objective reports by official media and credible unofficial sources, nongovernmental organizations, intergovernmental organizations, and other agencies show that this
is rarely the case in practice. Ironically, Vietnam blocked a journalist, Phạm Chí Dũng, from attending the second UPR cycle in Geneva despite the fact that ensuring the participation of all relevant
stakeholders is one of the stated principles of the UN review process.7 Additionally, a Vietnamese
blogger/activist, Phạm Lê Vương Các, was detained for 24 hours upon his return from Geneva and
subjected to torture to extract information.8 As evidenced by these specific cases, the Vietnamese
government has enacted stringent laws exerting strict control over media and applying criminal
penalties to those who disseminate materials deemed offensive to the state. As a party to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights adopted by the United Nations General Assembly,
Vietnam has an obligation to respect and protect the right to free speech. As set out in Article 19,

“Everyone shall have the right to freedom of expression; this
right shall include freedom to seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, either
orally, in writing or in print, in the form of art, or through any
other media of his choice.”9
Vietnam’s own 1992 Constitution promises to protect this right.10 However, over the years, Vietnam has arrested, charged, and imprisoned hundreds who are calling for legal reform, including
peaceful bloggers, political activists, human rights and social justice advocates, and religious followers.11 Persons who are “in jail or any other detention center, or who [are] physically restricted
4 Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights. (2014, June 20). Council adopts outcomes of the Universal Periodic Review of Eritrea, Cyprus, Dominican Republic and Viet Nam. Retrieved from http://www.ohchr.org/
en/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=14754&LangID=E
5 Hoai, S (2014, July 5). “No one can distort Vietnam’s human rights achievements”. Nhan Dan Newspaper.
Retrieved from http://en.nhandan.org.vn/society/item/2627402-no-one-can-distort-vietnam%E2%80%99shuman-rights-achievements.html
6 Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, 2014.
7 UN Watch. (2014, February 2). “Vietnam blocks journalist from attending UN review of its human rights
record” Retrieved from http://canadafreepress.com/index.php/article/60880
8 Radio Free Asia. (2014, August 7). “Vietnam Rights Activist Held Upon Return Home from UN Talks”. Retrieved from http://www.rfa.org/english/news/vietnam/delegate-08072014151120.html
9 Treaty adopted by the United Nations General Assembly: International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights (16 December 1966)
10 Amnesty International. (2013). Silenced Voices: Prisoners of Conscience in Vietnam, pp. 1-46. London, UK:
Amnesty International Publications. 8
11 Amnesty International, 2013, p.5
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by the authorities (for example, under house arrest or banning order, or in internal exile), because
of beliefs, color, sex, ethnic origin, language, or religion, as long as he or she has not used or advocated violence” are considered to be prisoners of conscience.12 In contrast, Vietnam has asserted
that “in Vietnam, there is no recognition of the term ‘prisoners of conscience’. All law violators will
be tried under the law.” This statement was made in response to a press release issued by the U.S.
State Department regarding the sentence imposed on human rights lawyer, democracy activist,
and Catholic blogger Lê Quốc Quân.13 Under Article 2 of the ICCPR, states are also under an obligation “to ensure that any person whose rights or freedoms as herein recognized are violated shall
have an effective remedy,” and yet the Vietnamese judicial system is not independent or impartial
as required by international law standards. Trial outcomes are marred by procedural and other irregularities introduced in order to achieve the politically pre-determined result. Those detained
under security or propaganda laws are subject to police brutality including torture in detention
and fatal beatings.14
It must be noted that among the
comments made by countries and
other delegations engaged in Vietnam’s UPR dialogue, the farther
away the countries are from Vietnam, the more critical the statements become. To illustrate, it was
found that Laos, Malaysia, the Philippines, Myanmar, and Singapore
(to name a few) expressed “appreciation” for Vietnam’s progress and
commitment to improve human
rights, while the United States, United Nations Children’s Fund, Human
Rights Watch, and Amnesty International expressed a much more
guarded tone towards Vietnam’s
commitment, critiquing its human
rights and health issues (i.e. Agent
Orange), which are still largely prevalent in the country.

The Vietnamese activist delegation at the United Nations Human
Rights Council’s Plenary Session on June 20, 2014 in Geneva,
Switzerland.
From left: Nguyễn Quang A, Nguyễn Thị Vy Hạnh, Trịnh Hữu
Long, and Phạm Lê Vương Các.
Source: VietnamUPR.com

12 Kaufman, Edy. (1991, August). Prisoners of Conscience: The Shaping of a New Human Rights Concept. Human Rights Quarterly 13(3), pp. 339-367. 343.
13 Voice of Vietnam. (2013, February 20). “Vietnam has no ‘prisoners of conscience’”. Retrieved from http://
vovworld.vn/en-us/News/Vietnam-has-no-prisoners-of-conscience/217525.vov
14 Human Rights Watch, “Vietnam Universal Periodic Review Submission 2013” (2014, January 7). Retrieved
from http://www.hrw.org/news/2014/01/07/vietnam-universal-periodic-review-submission-2013
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Balancing Act – Human Rights and Global Relationships

Facing mounting pressure from the international community to honour its human rights commitment, especially after
winning a seat on the United Nations Human Rights Council, and seeking trade
and security negotiations, the Vietnamese government has slowly been releasing high-profile prisoners of conscience
throughout the years. As Vietnam is an
emerging market, its relations with other states have intensified, including its
relationship with Canada. The first-ever
Ambassador Nguyễn Trung Thành with Vietnamese delegation
visit to Canada by a Vietnamese Prime announcing the list of recommendations accepted by Vietnam
Minister took place in 2005, and Prime Source: Vietnam News
Minister Harper visited Hanoi during the
Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation meeting the following year. In 2009, Vietnam was confirmed as
one of Canada’s 20 countries of focus, resulting in increased official visits between the two countries and deeper ties. Canada-Vietnam bilateral trade reached an all-time high of nearly $2 billion in
2012, allowing Vietnam to be identified as a priority market under the 2013 Global Markets Action
Plan.15 Currently, Vietnam is engaged in negotiations to be part of the Trans-Pacific Partnership,
“one of the most ambitious trade and investment initiatives being negotiated in the Asia-Pacific
region,” according to Foreign Affairs, Trade, and Development Canada.16 Due to Vietnam’s stringent
domestic laws repressing the freedoms of expression and information, Western countries, such as
the United States, often utilize human rights issues as part of the negotiation process.
Realist critics of the strategy of involving human rights in foreign policy, including Henry Kissinger, dismiss it as a “distraction”17 and an irrelevant aspect of international relations, explaining
that a state should judge “other countries, including communist countries, on the basis of their
actions, not on the basis of their domestic ideologies.”18 Realists believe that the diplomacy of
human rights ranks very low on the list of national policy goals, which explains the prevalence
of double standards in international affairs. “Political leaders pay lip service to protecting human
rights while at the same time allowing these principles to be undermined by the pursuit of other
goals” that they feel are more beneficial to their national interest.19 What realists have failed to
understand is that human rights are not a question of morality alone but also of strategy and
interest. Those who warn against basing a state’s entire foreign policy on human rights have set
up a straw man argument – no one has claimed this is the case. States may conduct relations with
attention to human rights as part of their interests but the reality is that “hard” strategic issues in
foreign affairs, such as currency fluctuation in economic dialogue, are not and cannot be equivalent to human rights issues.20
15 Consualte General of Canada to Vietnam (2014, January). Canada-Vietnam Relations. Retrieved from
http://www.canadainternational.gc.ca/vietnam/bilateral_relations_bilaterales/index.aspx?lang=eng&menu_
id=7
16 Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development (2014, February 17). Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) Free Trade
Negotiations – TPP 101. Retrieved from http://www.international.gc.ca/trade-agreements-accords-commerciaux/agr-acc/tpp-ptp/101.aspx?lang=eng
17 Fish, I.S. (2014, July 7). “Changing the Chinese Embassy’s Address to Liu Xiaobo Plaza Is Silly”. Foreign Policy.
Retrieved from http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2014/07/07/Chinese_embassy_DC_Liu_Xiaobo
18 Gerson, M. (2010, December 21). “Beyond Kissinger’s realism”. The Washington Post. Retrieved from http://
www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/12/20/AR2010122005356.html
19 Duanne, T. & Hanson, M. (2009). Human Rights in International Relations. In Goodhart, M (Ed.), Human
Rights: Politics & Practice (pp. 59-72). New York, NY: Oxford University Press Inc., New York. 61
20 Pizano, P. (2014, August 5). “The Power of Naming and Shaming”. Foreign Policy. Retrieved from http://
www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2014/08/05/the_power_of_naming_and_shaming
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Bearing this in mind, states should indeed be wary of using such pressure as their sole diplomatic
approach when it comes to the delicate balancing act of human rights and global relationships. As
reported by Dr. Cù Huy Hà Vũ, a Vietnamese lawyer and prisoner of conscience who was released
after overwhelming international pressure:

“the Vietnamese government treats
prisoners as
commodities
to barter with
[…] Western
countries for
security and
trade benefits
as well as foreign aid.”
21

Dr. Cù Huy Hà Vũ being escorted by police
Source: Reuters

In 2006, Vietnam released a few dissidents ahead of its succession to the World Trade Organization, primarily due to pressure from American lawmakers.22 However in early 2007,
it launched a brutal crackdown which continues to this day.23

21 Vu, C.H.H. (2014, May 16). Standing up for human rights. The Washington Post. Retrieved from http://www.
washingtonpost.com/opinions/standing-up-for-human-rights-in-vietnam/2014/05/16/cd040826-d7b611e3-8a78-8fe50322a72c_story.html
22 Brumitt, C. (2014, April 14). Vietnam releases dissidents amid foreign pressure. Associated Press. Retrieved
from http://bigstory.ap.org/article/vietnam-releases-dissidents-amid-us-trade-talks
23 Vu, 2014
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CHAPTER 6
RELIGIOUS
FREEDOM IN
VIETNAM

“

"HUMAN RIGHTS, OF
COURSE, MUST INCLUDE THE

RIGHT TO RELIGIOUS FREEDOM,
UNDERSTOD AS THE EXPRESSION OF A
DIMENSION THAT IS AT ONCE INDIVIDUAL AND HUMANITARIAN."

”

-POPE BENEDICT XVI
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RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
IN VIETNAM

The

Vietnamese government’s reinforcement of one-party rule has caused strict regulations
and violent tactics to be used to maintain this standard. In theory, Vietnam must comply
with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights as well as the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights in upholding freedom of religion. However, in practice, the Vietnamese government
has continued to harass and intimidate unrecognized religious groups; this inconsistency is
highlighted in the various reports of land grabs and aggressive prevention tactics inflicted by the
authorities upon various religious organizations. Additionally, the introduction of Decree 92 has
further tightened control on the recognition and registration of religions, particularly those of
ethnic minorities such as the Montagnard people, the H’mong, the Hoa people, and the Khmer Krom
community. There have been several instances of attempts to flee the Vietnamese government
for fear of religious persecution; those who have had to return have faced harassment and harsh
judgment from the government. Vietnamese authorities continue to exploit their power in order
to pressure citizens into religious conformity; this continuous non-compliance with international
treaties must be brought forward and improvements must be made for closer international
surveillance and subsequent freedom for the Vietnamese people.

Overview of Religious Freedom

The presence of freedom of religion in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Article 18) and
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Article 27) exists as a pillar on which freedom of association, thought, and expression rests to create a transparent and free society. At the
core of freedom of religion are eight normative values1:
No Compulsion/Coercion

The right to freely have, choose,
change, or leave a religion.

External Freedom

The right to manifest and express a
religion or belief.

No one has the right to force
another person to have, maintain, or
change a belief.

Non-discrimination

RELIGIOUS
FREEDOM

Rights of Parents and Guardians

Inner Freedom

Entitlement to freedom of religious
belief without discrimination.

Corporate Freedom and Legal
Status

The right to be officially recognized
as a formal body or community.

Legitimate Limitations

The right to raise a child in
accordance with their own religion
or life stance.

Nonderogability

In special circumstances, a
government can make exceptions to
some human rights (article 4 ICCPR).

The fundamental freedom of religion relies on these values in order to maintain a minimum standard where freedom of religion should be respected. These eight principles correlate directly with
economic development, healthcare, national military conflict, and the status of various vulnerable
populations and ethnic minorities.
1 Brown, E., Storaker, K., & Winther, L. (2012) Freedom of Religion or Belief: Why, What and How. Stefanus Alliance
International.
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Religious Freedom and the Law

Vietnam’s Constitution lays the groundwork for freedom of worship in Article 70: “Citizens have
the right to freedom of belief and religion, and may practice or not practice any religion. All
religions are equal before the law. Public places of worship are protected by the law.” However,
the following statement in Article 70 immediately restricts the actions of the Vietnamese people
to fully express their religion: “No one has the right to infringe on the freedom of faith and religion
or to take advantage of the latter to violate State laws and policies”.2 This statement refers back to
the Penal Code discussed in Chapter 4, highlighting the government’s ability to put a disclaimer
on fundamental freedoms in order to enforce one-party state control.

As of 2013, Vietnam recognizes 13 religions and 36 religious organizations, totaling 24
million followers or 27% of Vietnam’s population.3 Although all of these organizations may express
their religion legally, all activity must be submitted to the Vietnamese Committee on Religious
Affairs (CRA). The VCP explained that this close control on
religion is required in order “to fight against the plots of
hostile forces which, under cover of religious and ethical
questions, try to subvert the national unity and the
In our experience, guaranteeing the
regime.”4 The religions that have not been registered
right to religious worship and the right
and approved by the Committee on Religious Affairs
to political dissent does not threaten the
face endless intimidation and harsh treatment by the
VCP to force followers to renounce their faith.
stability of a society. Instead it builds people’s

“

confidence in the fairness of our institutions, and
Through legal enforcement, the government of
it enables us to take it when a decision goes in a
Vietnam has managed to tighten its grip on how
religion is practiced in Vietnam. Decree 26 from
way we don’t agree with.
April 1999 outlined the legal structure required for
the recognition of a religion; all followers of approved
religions must abide by the Constitution of Vietnam as
well as the laws of the State.5
- Bill Clinton, 2000
The 2004 Ordinance on Religion and Belief encouraged
charitable activity in the areas of health care and education for
the first time in Vietnamese legislative history. The requirement to adhere to international human
rights conventions was also outlined in Article 38, stating that “in case of conflict between the
national law and the international conventions Vietnam had signed, the international convention
has to prevail.”6 Although mentioned in the 2004 Ordinance on Religion and Belief, this principle
has been ignored many times by the VCP, and further condemns any misuse of freedom is subject
to a long list of punishments (Article 8).

”

The next decree was put into effect in 2005 and it outlined the specific measures required for
registration as an official religion of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam. Decree 22 of 2005 banned
renunciations of faith.
Effective January 1, 2013, Decree 92 gave the Vietnamese government the necessary
maneuverability to monitor religious organizations and act according to its own agenda and on
the basis of vague provisions. 7 While the Vietnamese government claimed “more clarification”
with this religious law reform, its real intention may have been greater scrutiny by the VCP. 8 Using
2 Robinson, A.A. (25 December 2001). 1992 Constitution of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam. Vietnam Laws Online Database

on www.vietnalaws.com, p.13
3 Vietnam News. (2013, February 13). Nation Respects Religious Freedoms. Retrieved from http://vietnamnews.vn/politicslaws/236759/nation-respects-religious-freedom.html
4 Nguyen, M.Q. (2006). Cac ton giao o Viet Nam, Hoi va dap (Religions in Vietnam, Discussions). pp.227-234.
5 Lien, C. (2013). Communist State and Religious Policy in Vietnam: A Historical Perspective. Hague Journal on the Rule of Law,
volume 5, pp 237.
6 Ibid. pp. 237
7 WorldWatchMonitor. (2013). Two Steps Back? Vietnam’s Decree on Religion. Retrieved on June 15, 2014, from https://www.
worldwatchmonitor.org/2013/03-March/article_2312961.html/
8 United States Commission on International Religious Freedom. (2013). Vietnam: USCIRF 2013 Annual Report. Retrieved on
June 14, 2014, from http://www.uscirf.gov/sites/default/files/resources/Vietnam%202013.pdf
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terminology from the Penal Code such as calling religions a “threat to national security and culture,”
authorities have the discretion to act subjectively and actively repress freedom of expression,
thought, and belief. 9
Also, with Decree 92 came a new yearly application for recognition. Religious groups must
register their places of worship, clerics, and local administration regarding structure, leadership,
and activities. National recognition and registration requires group documentation of 23 years of
stable religious operation within Vietnam. Full legal recognition occurs three years after national
registration and gives the religious group the legal privilege of opening and operating places of
worship, training religious leaders, and publishing content (all with local and national permission).10
Due to the number of ethnic minority groups and time spans of each religion, it has proven to be
more difficult to be recognized without jeopardizing “national security and culture.” Ironically, it is
also a threat if the religion has not been recognized as official before applying for membership,
given that unauthorized practices are also illegal. Each stage of the application process stipulates
time limits for an official response and does not specify the grounds for rejecting applications. In
addition, there is no system for appeal in the decree.11 These terms create a great disadvantage for
new religious organizations and those of ethnic minorities.12
In land distribution, religious organizations are not allowed to purchase land as legal entities; a
member of the congregation usually purchases the land, which is deeded to the province before
being granted to the congregation. Any renovation or change on the land that was granted must
be reported to the authorities.13
As a result of these new decrees and restrictive policies, religious groups in Vietnam remain under
tight surveillance and are subject to intimidation to conform to VCP-recognized religions. Please
see Appendix C for a detailed list of unrecognized religions in Vietnam currently undergoing harsh
treatment in Vietnam.
The growing migration of Vietnamese Kinh people to the highlands, the suppression of political
expression, and the increasing exploitation of minerals have been the primary reasons for the
VCP’s aggressive efforts to exploit the land rights of the Vietnamese people. With Vietnam rapidly
expanding economically, religious groups are increasingly competing for space in urban and rural
development with businesses that have political and financial influence.14 The poor and rural
Vietnamese living in high-demand areas resort to protest as a vehicle for public expression when
initial attempts through the party-government system fail.15

9 Vandenbrink, R. (2012). New Law Limits Religious Freedom. Retrieved June 11, 2014, from http://www.rfa.org/english/

news/vietnam/religion-11292012191108.html
10 United States Department of State, Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights and Labor. (2013). Vietnam 2013 International
Religious Freedom Report. Retrieved from http://www.state.gov/documents/organization/222393.pdf
11 Ibid, p.4
12 Schwartz, E.P. (2014). Testimony of Eric P. Schwartz, Commissioner, US Commission on International Religious Freedom
before the Tom Lantos Human Rights Commission or the persecution of Religious and Indigeous Communities in Vietnam.
Retrieved June 16, 2014, from http://www.uscirf.gov/sites/default/files/pictures/Vietnam%20testimony%20TLHRC%20
%20March%202014FINAL%20Wednesday.pdf
13 United States Department of State, Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights and Labor. (2013). Vietnam 2013 International
Religious Freedom Report. Retrieved from http://www.state.gov/documents/organization/222393.pdf
14 Lien, C. (2013). Communist State and Religious Policy in Vietnam: A Historical Perspective. Hague Journal on the Rule of
Law, volume 5, pp 245.
15 Wells-Dang, A. (2010). Political space in Vietnam: a view from the “rice-roots”. The Pacific Review, 23(1). P. 94.
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Ethnic Groups in Vietnam

Vietnam boasts one of the most ethnically diverse populations in Asia, with approximately 54
ethnic groups making up 14% of the Vietnamese population.16 The Vietnamese government has
also ratified the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination
and the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, and yet there are still reports that
the authorities are suppressing the values of these diverse and cultured populations in favour of
economic growth and one-party state rule. Please see Appendix D for a more detailed description
of each ethnic group, as well as recent case studies around these issues.17
MONTAGNARDS

HOA (CHINESE)

KHMER KROM

The indigenous people of Vietnam are
collectively known as the Montagnards,
French for “mountain dwellers.”17
Approximately 50 tribes make up the
Montagnards, who represent 10% of
Vietnam’s population.18 They originally
lived on the coast but now inhabit
the Central Highlands of Vietnam.
Montagnard ancestry has been traced to
Indonesia, and Burma (Myanmar).19

The Hoa first began migrating to
Vietnam during periods of Chinese
colonization, primarily dynasty officials
and individuals who were sent into exile.
However, other groups began migrating
for other purposes such as to seek better
economic opportunities and refuge from
China for political, social, and economic
purposes.21 There are over 900,000 Hoa
residing in Vietnam today, mostly in the
southern region.22

The Khmer Krom are one of the largest
minorities in Vietnam at approximately
1 million members. The Khmer Krom
is the society that existed prior to the
Vietnamese takeover of the Mekong
Delta in the eighteenth century.24

The Montagnards live in extreme
poverty, mostly in tin or wooden
houses.9 Despite their grievous poverty,
they are a village-centric society, whose
way of life centres on preserving nature,
one’s family, and the village.
Further, most Montagnards follow
a form of Protestantism that is not
officially recognized in Vietnam, which
has made them victims of religious and
ethnic persecution by the VCP today.20

Photo: COMBAT Magazine

In comparison with the land
expropriation, discrimination, and
poverty experienced before the 1990s,
the Hoa have been benefiting from
Vietnam’s free economy. However,
Vietnamese authorities still do not allow
private schools teaching in Chinese
(Mandarin or Cantonese) to go beyond
teaching the actual language. This
results in some Hoa parents sending
their children to these schools in order
to preserve their language and culture
rather than to Vietnamese-medium state
schools.23

Approximately one million Khmer
Buddhists reside in the Mekong
Delta, where unrest is rising due
to the Vietnamese government’s

Photo: Human Rights Watch

H’MONG
The H’mong originated from southern
China and started to settle in Vietnam
during the 19th century, building
hamlets in the highland regions of
Ha Giang and Lao Cai provinces. The
H’mong groups are separated from
one another by language, dress, and
customs, creating great diversity.26
The H’mong continue to be victims of
land expropriation and police brutality

Photo: ExoLand Travel

16 United States Department of State, Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights and Labor. (2013). Vietnam
2013 International Religious Freedom Report. Retrieved from http://www.state.gov/documents/
organization/222393.pdf
17-26 Please see Appendix C for the full citation.
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Religious Refugees

The UNHCR set up a temporary refugee camp for Montagnard refugees seeking asylum from
Vietnamese persecution in Cambodia in 2002, located in Phnom Penh. Once the UNHCR withdrew
from Cambodia due to the disrespectful treatment of UNHCR officers by Cambodian authorities,
more than 500 Montagnard were forcibly returned to Vietnam, where Human Rights Watch
reported they were beaten and detained (imprisonment, house arrest, etc.).18 Government human
rights violations following the February 2001 demonstrations include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

arbitrary arrest, detention, and interrogation of hundreds of highlanders suspected in the
demonstrations;
police torture during interrogation and detention (beatings, kicking, shocking);
destruction and closure of ethnic minority Protestant churches;
pressure on Christians to renounce their religion;
restrictions on travel; authorities required written permission for any temporary absence
from the village;
arrest and mistreatment of highlanders who fled to Cambodia and were forcibly returned
to Vietnam.19

Due to relentless persecution and heavy oppression, thousands of Montagnards have fled
Vietnam for Cambodia and many have been resettled in Canada and the United States. The first
eight Montagnard refugees landed in Vancouver, British Columbia, on June 25, 2005 from their
refugee camps in Cambodia.20 Their resettlement was part of a resettlement program initiated by
the UNHCR, which had placed other Montagnard refugees in various countries such as the United
States and Finland.21
In 2008, the Government of Canada facilitated the immigration of approximately 250 Vietnamese
who had been living in the Philippines without status since the late 1970s on humanitarian and
compassionate grounds. It was announced that 50 Montagnard tribespeople would be resettled
in Canada on February 24, 2011. In December 2010, the Cambodian government had ordered the
UNHCR to close the Montagnard refugee camp in Phnom Penh, leaving current and future refugees
with very few options.22 Canada agreed to this emergency request from the UNHCR.

Religious Roundtable

Canada is committed to ensuring the protection of human rights around the world and is a global
leader in promoting religious freedom. As such, Senator Ngo hosted a religious roundtable on
April 11, 2014, to facilitate an open discussion on the current status of religious oppression in
Vietnam. Representatives from religious groups such as the Unified Buddhist Church of Vietnam,
Cao Dai, the Vietnamese Catholic Church, Hoa Hao, and the Montagnards attended the roundtable.
A representative from each organization spoke about their conditions and treatment in Vietnam.
During the discussion, a number of underlying themes were brought to light. Practices such as land
confiscation, forced faith renunciation, harassment and abuse are all forms of religious oppression
in Vietnam. The methods are wide ranging, including blocking religious leaders and followers
from entering their place of worship, using undercover police to infiltrate and spy on unregistered
religious groups, and severe physical abuse by government officials. 23

18Jones, S., Saunders, J., & Smart, M. (2002). Repression of Montagnards: Conflicts Over Land and Religion in
Vietnam’s Central Highlands. New York: Human Rights Watch.
19 Jones et al. (2002).
20 Lee, B. (2005, June 23). Montagnards find new home. The Gazette.
21 Lee, 2005.
22 Human Rights Watch. (2005, January). Vietnam: Torture, arrests of Montagnard Christians – Cambodia Slams
the Door on New Asylum Seekers. Retrieved from: http://www.vietnamhumanrights.net/english/documents/
vietnam0105.pdf
23 Lee, 2005.
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In addition to presenting the
current conditions experienced
by their religious organization,
each representative presented
a number of recommendations,
including the following :
The
unconditional
release of all religious leaders
and followers, bloggers, and
journalists who have been
arbitrarily detained based
purely on their spiritual and
religious beliefs;
Speakers at the Religious Freedom Roundtable.

The cessation of all
Source: Senator Thanh Hai Ngo
discrimination and harassment
of all religious leaders and followers, bloggers, and journalists based purely on their spiritual
and religious beliefs;
The formal recognition and acceptance of all religious groups in Vietnam;
The restoration of destroyed or confiscated places of worship including pagodas and
churches;
The reform of vague and arbitrary laws to conform with international conventions and
laws;
That Canada discuss with Vietnam repealing decrees and directives on religion which
impose restrictions on activities of all religious organizations; and
That international aid donors to follow up with the Vietnamese government should it
choose to adopt the recommendations presented. 24
Canada is a partner committed to Vietnam’s growth and will work diligently to promote religious
freedom in Vietnam. The religious roundtable was the stepping stone that will inevitably lead to
change to Vietnam.

2014 Rapporteur on Freedom of Religion and Belief

From July 21 to 31, 2014, Heiner Bielefeldt, the Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Religion or Belief,
was invited by the Government of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam to conduct a country visit.
Mr. Bielefeldt’s role as Special Rapporteur is to identify existing or emerging issues preventing
freedom of religion or belief and to recommend ways to overcome these issues.25 In a press
statement released upon his return, Mr. Bielefeldt made several observations regarding the
expression of religion and belief as well as the legislative implications of having many religious
organizations in Vietnam:
The exercise of religious freedom has generally improved in Vietnam in comparison with the
severity post-1975; however, the conditions under which religious groups can practise their beliefs
are unpredictable and often depend on the will of government agencies. Vietnam does not have
a law regulating religious affairs. The most relevant legal document is the Ordinance on Belief and
Religion from June 18, 2004. Article 38 claims that international agreements take priority over the
Ordinance.
The limitation clauses in Vietnamese law are overly broad and do not clearly define freedom
24 Lee, 2005.
25 Office of the Honourable Thanh Hai Ngo. (2014). Vietnam Religious Freedom Roundtable. Ottawa: Senate of
Canada
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of religion or belief. In practice,
this seriously impedes the
implementation of these clauses
due to the increased power of
the government to regulate, limit,
restrict, or forbid the exercise
of freedom of religion or belief.
In relation to Article 258 of the
Penal Code, there is an absence
of specific acts that amount to
an “abuse” of religious or other
freedoms.
When the question of
prisoners of conscience was raised, Heiner Bielefeldt, Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Religion and
Belief
Mr. Bielefeldt was told no such case
Source: United Nations, Office of the High Commission of
exists.
Decree 92 outlines a registration procedure for official recognition of a religious group;
Mr. Bielefeldt questions whether this procedure is an offer or a formal requirement. Official
registration status with the Vietnamese government is no guarantee that freedom of religion or
belief is fully respected. Religious organizations should have the option for an alternative form of
legal personality status, as this may be needed for important community functions such as buying
real estate, employing staff, operating charities, and educating youth.
When Mr. Bielefeldt asked for case studies of successfully challenged infringements of freedom
of religion and religion as enshrined in Article 24 of the Vietnam Constitution, he was told such
cases were unheard of in Vietnam.
When discussing minority practices outside officially recognized religious groups, there was the
frequent invocation of “majority interests,” which seemed to imply that they took priority over the
rights of minorities or individuals. For example, Ongoing repression of the independent Buddhist
communities through police summons, house arrests, imprisonment, and land expropriation
prevent communities from exercising their freedom of religion or belief in any way.
The number of training institutions for different religious clergies has significantly increased
over the last few decades, and these institutions are generally handled by their respective religious
communities; however, dismissals and appointments are suspected to be largely influenced by the
interests of the Vietnamese government.
Property issues were brought forth by all religious communities, including those already
recognized by the Vietnamese government. As a result of pressure and persecution, some people
have left or fled the country on religious grounds. There is an absence of sufficiently accessible legal
recourse within the judiciary for conflicts over land issues and the exercise of religious freedom.
There have been remarks that there will be an upcoming law on religious affairs which will
clarify whether religious recognition is an offer or a legal requirement.26
Under Article 18 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, “[e]veryone has the right to freedom
of thought, conscience and religion; this right includes freedom to change his religion or belief, and
freedom, either alone or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion
or belief in teaching, practice, worship and observance.” However, the Vietnamese government
openly and continuously defies such international conventions to the extent that religious
oppression is commonplace in Vietnam. Countless Vietnamese citizens are discriminated against
by Vietnamese authorities based purely on their religious beliefs and values.
26 United Nations Office of the High Commissioner of Human Rights. (2014, July 31). Press Statement on the
visit to the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam by the Special Rapporteur on freedom of religion or belief. Retrieved
from http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=14914&LangID=E
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CONCLUSION
Throughout this report, we have sought to provide readers with insight into the issues
that are affecting Vietnam and its citizens today. We first examined the judicial system and
the reasons why it cannot protect against human rights violations in Vietnam, namely,
the lack of judicial independence and professionalism, and the shortage of judges. We
tracked the judicial reform process beginning in 1992 and demonstrated that, while
the VCP has expressed its will to improve the judicial system, these plans have not been
effective. Improving the judicial system will make it better equipped to protect the rights
of Vietnamese citizens and thus solidify the VCP’s legitimacy. The chapter then examined
the correctional system and how prisoners are treated in prison, with particular emphasis
on prisoners of conscience.
We then turned our attention to how the VCP utilizes the Internet to both control citizens
and stop them from expressing their personal views and ideologies. The abundance of
media censorship was examined to reveal the lack of freedom of expression available on
the network. Vietnam’s inability to separate state values from citizens’ freedom has resulted
in many innocent people being imprisoned. Even the largest Internet service providers are
state-owned, meaning that the government has direct governance over which webpages
are accessible by the public. Vietnam’s restrictions and policies against its Internet users
have created a forum of oppression, instead of a place where citizens can express their
opinions.
Next we looked at human trafficking, a clear violation of human rights. The Vietnamese
government fails to protect its citizens from this crime. Victims who fall into the hands
of human traffickers are often unable to reintegrate into society. Social stigmatization is
an ongoing obstacle that the Vietnamese society and the Vietnamese government must
overcome to ensure that victims are protected from the future risk of trafficking and are
rehabilitated. This is both a regional and national issue, and Vietnam’s communist regime
must be able to change its views in order to reduce human trafficking.
After examining these many concerns, we then looked at Vietnam’s human rights
situation, which has begun to be recognized internationally. Over the years, development
assistance has been offered from over 50 foreign countries to help with many issues, from
living conditions to economic development. We then saw that bilateral relations between
Canada and Vietnam have been able to increase food security, secure the future of youth
and children, and stimulate sustainable economic growth in Vietnam. Development aid in
Vietnam must continue on an international scale to ensure the nation’s development on
all levels, with a focus on developing human rights.
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This report also examined Canada’s role with respect to delivering development assistance
to Vietnam and how political corruption in the country hinders national development
goals and stifles human rights progress. Donor countries utilize various approaches to
incorporate human rights into development programs to recipient countries; however,
the process of delivery is often hidden from the public, which makes it even more
conducive to political corruption – it is essentially a revolving door that does nothing
for the development of human rights. In order to promote human rights in recipient
countries, there must be extensive efforts made by both donor and recipient countries
to see that development assistance actually reaches its intended beneficiaries and
programs. Such efforts would include but not be limited to promoting and supporting
civil societies as a form of anti-corruption measure in the recipient country, making the
delivery of development assistance fully transparent, and ensuring that there is mutual
accountability for both donor and recipient countries. Another issue that was discussed
was the transfer of remittance funds by expatriates and how it has also fed corruption in
Vietnam.
The impacts of globalization are evident in Vietnam, and the country has been affected
primarily by a blend of Chinese, French, American, and Indian influences. We saw that,
as Vietnam is becoming an integrated nation, it continues to struggle with human rights
despite having a seat on the UNHRC. We then examined where Vietnam is on the Universal
Periodic Review: this year Vietnam received 227 recommendations but supported only
182 of them. As mentioned earlier, as Vietnam is negotiating to be part of the TransPacific Partnership, many western countries are using human rights issues as part of
the negotiation process. We believe that Vietnam’s global relations must continue to
put pressure on the country to ensure its economic progress and reduce human rights
violations
Lastly, the abundance of strict regulations and violent tactics to oppress religious minorities
is thought to maintain the Vietnamese communist regime’s ideology. This chapter looked
at how the introduction of Decree 92 has further tightened control over the recognition
of religious groups. Article 70 of Vietnam’s constitution states that all religions are equal
before the law; however, the following statement in the constitution restricts Vietnamese
people from using freedom of faith and religion to violate state laws and policies. Finally,
case studies were presented to show how these laws have damaged the lives of innocent
victims. The overwhelming evidence has shown that these oppressive measures have
only hurt the people of Vietnam. We believe change must happen before any definite
development can take place.
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APPENDIX
Appendix A: The full text and description of Father Van Ly Nguyen’s report, “Testament No. 4: Over
20 Torture Techniques and Methods that are Being Used by the Vietnamese Communist Officers
on Inmates at the Custody Facilities, Detention Centers, and Prisons in Vietnam at Present - 2010.” 1
1. Forced labour of a degrading nature: forcing inmate to carry human manure (night soil), or
cattle manure with the primary aim to persecute, insult and break the inmate’s will.
2. Gang beating: a group of male or female officers wearing tough leather shoes, with or without
batons, take turns to beat, punch and kick an inmate like a soccer ball until they are tired or the
inmate kneel down and begs for mercy, or faints in pain.
3. Forcing inmates to kneel down, then using baton, slippers, leather shoes to beat, kick or
stomp on inmate’s face, chest, groin, etc until the inmate “humbly” begs for it to stop, or faints.
4. Forcing inmates to lie on one’s belly or back, then stomping on inmate’s chest, belly,
shoulders, or back until the inmate vomits blood or falls unconscious.
5. Handcuffing and suspending inmates from window bars for extended periods of time: until
inmate agrees to sign a confession to their “crime”.
6. Sun exposure: Forcing inmate to lie under the sun from 2 to 4 hours, even while the inmate is
sick, until the inmate faints or agree to sign a confession.
7. Confinement to special disciplinary cells and solitary confinement: When an inmate violates
prison regulations, such as revealing torture techniques to others, objecting to or resisting officers’
unjust treatment and senseless restrictions, the inmate’s legs will be put in shackles, they are
sometimes stripped of all clothes including underwear, and put in a confined cell for seven to 14
days, with possibility of extension up to three, six, 12, 24 or 36 months if necessary.
8. Putting the prisoner in a confined space for 1-2 years without sunlight: Section C in the
Ministry of Public Security Prison B34, [located at] Nguyen Van Cu St., Nguyen Cu Trinh ward,
District 1, Saigon, has a special kind of cell, 2 meters high by 5 meters wide and 2 meters long. The
cell includes a toilet and water basin inside. It has a vent of 20 x 27 cm for both air and food supplies.
A prisoner could be kept in this cell for 1-2 years continuously without sunlight, which results in
despair and consternation. The prisoner will be defeated soon in such situation. There exist at least
four cells of this kind in this prison. Prisoner of Conscience Nguyen Ngoc Quang has been able to
survive after more than two years kept in such a “concrete box”. From May 18, 1983 I was also kept
in such a “concrete box,” which was very warm and air tight at Thua Thien Hue prison, next to the
detention camp of Hue city. But after four months, when officials saw that I was almost exhausted,
I was transferred to another cell.
9. Shocking with electric baton on the penis (male inmates): Male prisoners are often reluctant
to reveal this technique.
10. Beating on the penis (male inmates): Whipping the penis to insult and break down the inmate’s
self-esteem; in special cases, officers force the inmate to place his penis on the windowsill and then
beat it with a baton until it discharges blood or semen, causing impotency.
11. Kneeling while holding the baton in one’s mouth (female inmates): Female inmates kneel
and hold the baton with which the officers use to beat inmates (symbolizing the penis), often for 2
1 Office of the Honourable Senator Thanh Hai Ngo. (2014). Prisoners of Conscience: Cases of Interest. Ottawa:
Senate of Canada
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to 4 long hours while tears runs ceaselessly from both eyes in utmost humiliation.
12. Depriving hungry inmates of food: Officers force the inmate on duty to cut the rice cake (sent
in by the inmate’s family) into four parts then throw it into the garbage can, mixed with women’s
sanitary napkins; or mix dirty water into bread or rice and then dare inmates to eat: “Anyone who
picks up the cake/rice to eat is worse than a dog.” Or the officer delivering rice splashes it all over
the inmates’ blankets and mats and then demands that inmates clean it up.
13. Cuffing with crossed hand: The inmate is forced to cross one (left) arm up behind the back, then
cuff with the other (right) wrist which was placed on the (right) shoulder to be close to the other
(left) wrist, that produces a severe pain. After a few hours of interrogation with crossed handcuffing,
the inmates’ arms will be numb and hang loose. The inmate will not be able to maneuver his/
her own arms and become dependable on other cellmates to feed and do other daily toiletries.
Normally, the arms will self-recover after about three to six months.
14. Sitting on a chair with its leg resting on prisoner’s instep: The inmate sits with one foot
extended out. The officer takes a four-legged chair and places one leg of the chair on the upper
part of the inmate’s protruding foot, then sits on that chair to interrogate the victim for a straight
two to three hours in order to elicit a confession.
15. Grinding a ruler or pens between inmate’s fingers: The officer takes a square ruler and
threads it between the inmate’s fingers, then grasps those fingers together with one hand while
using the other hand to rotate the ruler, causing intense pain as the ruler grinds the flesh and bone
of the inmate’s hand. When rulers were not available, the officer may use pens and a tighter grasp
to create the same effect./
16. “Clearing the ear”: The inmate is required to place the side of her head on a table, with one ear
touching the table’s surface. The officer slaps hard on the inmate’s other ear so that the ear drum
is shaken, causing vestibule disorder. Afterwards the victim has a severe headache and nausea,
staggering back to her cell in drunken-like steps.
17. Head drumming: The officer uses a ruler to strike around the prisoner’s head from the temple
up to the top resulting in headache, tinnitus, bleeding through nose holes, and ear holes, razor
sharp feeling in limbs… and finally unconsciousness.
18. The prisoner is struck on his/her finger tips by a padlock, a door key, or a blackjack: The
victim is required to put both hands on the desk with ten fingers stretching out. The officer uses a
padlock, a door key, or a blackjack to strike on the finger tips. The victim is not allowed to withdraw
his/her finger. Otherwise he/she will be stricken more severely. The torture only stops when the
prisoner agrees to sign the minutes of confession.
19. Stripping of clothes, including underwear: (see testimony of female prisoner, above, about
strip searches and vaginal searches.)

20. Shocking with electric baton on nipples: Officers use electric baton to shock inmates
on their nipples to torture or elicit confession.
21. Run the electric baton around the groin: Officers strip female inmate of her clothes,
then run the electric baton around her groin, outside the underpants, burning the pubic
hairs and the sensitive skin inside the underwear.
22. Inserting the blackjack/ wooden rod into the prisoner’s vagina: This causes pain,
bruises, infections, and extreme shame.
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Appendix B: This chart depicts various development projects in Vietnam which Canada
(government and private-industry donors) has contributed to in recent years and continues to be
involved in, extending to 2016.
PROJECT

MAXIMUM
DFATD

Private sector $7,612,000
engagement
for
agricultural
development
Vietnam
skills for
employment
project

$20,000,000

EXECUTING AGENCY
– PARTNER

STATUS

START –
END

IFC-International
Finance Corporation

Operational

2013-12-04

Agriteam Canada

Operational

2018-12-31

2011-04-13
2017-05-26

Small and
$10,000,000
mediumsized
enterprise
development
in Soc Trang
Province
Sustainable
livelihoods
through cooperatives

$19,935,426

Vietnam
agriculture
sector

$3,300,000

Good
Governance
and Aid
Effectiveness
- Component
I

$3,400,000

Developing

$2,841,000

People’s Committee of
Soc Trang Province

Operational

CCA- Canadian Cooperative Association

Operational

World Bank

Operational

2010-06-21
2017-03-31

2011-04-04
2015-09-30

2011-01-14
2014-06-30

Government of
Vietnam - Ministry of
Finance

Operational

Saint Mary’s University

Operational

2006-04-01
2016-12-31

2008-04-23
2014-08-31

DESCRIPTION
Improve sustainable rural
growth for 7,500 farmers
in the Mekong Delta and
Central Highlands of
Vietnam
Support in advanced
technical and managerial
training
Development plan creates
expanded economic
opportunities for poor rural
men and women including
ethnic minority

Aim to promote the
cooperative model to
support economic growth
and improve food security
in communities
Reduce poverty
and strengthen the
competitiveness of farmers
Improve core government
systems such as
procurement, management
of official development
assistance, anti-corruption,
and public administration
and overall aid
effectiveness in Vietnam
Create jobs to absorb the
excess labour force created
by underemployment,
especially in rural areas, and
to upgrade the knowledge
of the National Economics
University faculty members
on specific topics related
to business training and
education.
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Appendix C: This table shows the various religions that are practised in Vietnam, but not authorized
by the Vietnamese Communist Party.23

Religion

Description

Current Status

Case Studies

Buddhism is widespread
among the Vietnamese,
and its adherents
represent approximately
three quarters of the
population. Buddhism
promotes the attainment
of full awareness and
wisdom through learning
and meditation. One of
the most well-known
and largest Buddhist
organizations is the
Unified Buddhist Church
of Vietnam, or UBCV.

While the organization
was originally declared a
Vietnamese religious group
in 1964, the Vietnamese
communist government
retracted the recognition
in 1981 in response to
the UBCV’s resistance
to the communist reign
and policies. Instead, the
Vietnamese government
established the Buddhist
Church of Vietnam (BCV),
and those in the UBCV were
subjected to persecution
despite their peaceful
activism. Today, the UBCV is
present in 20 representative
boards across 15 provinces
and cities. These groups are
under intense government
surveillance and their
followers have been
subjected to intimidation
by the Religious Security
Police. These tactics include
loss of residency permits for
young monks, threats of job
loss, arrest, expulsion from
school for their children, and
pressure to sign pledges
against the organization.

Patriach Thích
Quảng Độ remains
under administrative
arrest, totalling 32
years under house
arrest.2

Đạo Cao Đài The Cao dai religion, or
Caodaism, was founded
in southern Vietnam in
1926. According to the
philosophy of Caodaism,
unity, respect, love,
justice, peace, freedom,
and democracy are
represented through
spirit seances. Before April
1975, the Cao Dai religion
was practiced freely and
without government
interference.

Under the current
Vietnamese government, the
Cao Dai religion is prohibited
from being practised.

On July 3, 2013,
Cao Dai followers
reported that
plainclothes police
had raided the Long
Binh temple in Tien
Giang, attacked
followers, and
detained several
members of the
group. The police
had ordered them
to transfer control
of the facility to the
recognized Cao Dai
Executive Board.3

Buddhism
(UBCV)

In Quảng Nam
– Đà Nẵng, the
UBCV Buddhist
Youth movement
headquarters, the
Giác Minh Pagoda
was blocked by
government
officials to prevent
the celebration of
Vesak, or Buddha’s
birthday. Authorities
threatened citizens
who wanted to
bring donations
or offerings to the
pagoda.

2 Human Rights Watch. (2014). Public Insecurity: Deaths in Custody and Police Brutality in Vietnam. Retrieved
from http://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/reports/vietnam0914_ForUpload_0.pdf
3 Radio Free Asia. (2013, July 3). Vietnamese authorities raid temple of ‘unofficial’ Cao Dai group. Retrieved from
http://www.rfa.org/english/news/vietnam/raid-07032013155349.html/
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Hòa Hảo

Hòa Hảo Buddhism was
founded in 1939 by Phu
So Huynh of the An Giang
province in South Vietnam.
Most of those who practise
Hòa Hảo Buddhism live in
the Mekong Delta. After
1975, the Vietnamese
government began to
suppress the Hòa Hảo
religion to prevent it from
developing further.

For more than 35 years, the
Vietnamese government has
confiscated property, books,
and tapes; authorities have
also harassed and assaulted
various members and leaders
of the Hòa Hảo community.
Today, Hòa Hảo Buddhists are
still not allowed to participate
in large religious gatherings.

Catholicism

In May 2012, Hòa
Hảo activist Văn
Thâm Bùi was
sentenced to 30
months in prison for
“resisting officials
in the performance
of their official
duties.” He was
arrested in a police
raid on a ceremony
commemorating the
anniversary of the
disappearance of the
group’s founder, Phú
Sổ Huỳnh.4
In April and
June 2012, three
Protestants from Gai
Lai province in the
Central Highlands
(Kpuil Mel, Lpuil Le,
Nay Y Nga) were
sentenced to a
combined 22 years
for practising Degar
Protestantism.5

45678

Appendix D: This table shows a more detailed description of the status of various ethnic groups in
Vietnam.the various religions that are practised in Vietnam, but not authorized by the Vietnamese
Communist Party.9

Ethnic
Group
Khmer
Krom

Description
The Khmer Krom are
one of the largest
minorities in Vietnam
at approximately 1
million members. The
Khmer Krom is the
society that existed
prior to the Vietnamese
takeover of the
Mekong Delta in the
eighteenth century.6

Current Status
Approximately one million
Khmer Buddhists reside in
the Mekong Delta, where
unrest is rising due to the
Vietnamese government’s
cultural, linguistic, and
religious restrictions.7

Case Studies
In 2007, the Khmer Buddhist
monks of Tra Vinh and Soc
Trang peacefully protested
the Vietnamese government’s
restrictions on their language,
religion, and movement.
As a result, the Vietnamese
government defrocked 20
monks, expelled them from
their pagodas, and sentenced
those suspected of leading the
demonstrations to one to five
years in prison.8

4 United States Commission on International Religious Freedom. (2013). Vietnam: USCIRF 2013 Annual Report.
Retrieved from http://www.uscirf.gov/sites/default/files/resources/Vietnam%202013.pdf
5 Ibid, p.5
6 World Directory of Minorities and Indigenous People. (2005). Khmer. Retrieved from http://www.
minorityrights.org/2323/vietnam/khmer.html
7 United States Commission on International Religious Freedom. (2013). Vietnam: USCIRF 2013 Annual Report.
Retrieved from http://www.uscirf.gov/sites/default/files/resources/Vietnam%202013.pdf
8 Ibid, p. 8
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Montagnards

The indigenous
people of Vietnam are
collectively known
as the Montagnards,
French for “mountain
dwellers.”10
Approximately 50
tribes make up the
Montagnards, who
represent 10% of
Vietnam’s population.11
They originally lived
on the coast but now
inhabit the Central
Highlands of Vietnam.
Montagnard ancestry
has been traced to
Indonesia, and Burma
(Myanmar).12 The
Montagnards were
first spotted around
the time of the French
colonization in the
second half of the 19th
century. Explorers such
as Francis Garnier and
Ernest Doudart de
Lagree reported seeing
tribal people while
rowing upstream.
They described these
mountain dwellers as
being fairly primitive.13

The Montagnards live in
extreme poverty, mostly
in tin or wooden houses.14
Despite their grievous
poverty, they are a villagecentric society, whose way
of life centres on preserving
nature, one’s family, and the
village. The Montagnards
fought alongside the U.S.
during the Vietnam War,
which has led the VCP to
strongly distrust them,
making them victims of
political persecution in
Vietnam. Further, most
Montagnards follow a form
of Protestantism that is
not officially recognized in
Vietnam, which has made
them victims of religious and
ethnic persecution by the
VCP today.15
In the past year, the
Committee on Religious
Affairs of Vietnam’s Interior
Ministry declared that
it will no longer permit
small house churches to
establish themselves with
larger and more developed
organizations. This policy
along with Decree 92
greatly restricts the growth
of religious development
within the Montagnard
community.16
According to the
Montagnard Foundation,
in 2007, the Vietnamese
government continued to
block human rights monitors
from having open access to
the central highlands. Over
350 Montagnard prisoners
of conscience remain in
detention.17

In May 2014, eight
Montagnards were sentenced
to three to eleven years in
prison for “undermining
national unity” and staging
protests against a hydropower
plant. Their charges included
associating with a “false
Catholic sect and working
with a Degar organization
viewed by the government as
a separatist terrorist group.”18
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H’mong

Hoa
(Chinese)

The H’mong originated
from southern China
and started to settle
in Vietnam during
the 19th century,
building hamlets in the
highland regions of
Ha Giang and Lao Cai
provinces. The H’mong
groups are separated
from one another by
language, dress, and
customs, creating great
diversity.19

The H’mong continue to be
victims of land expropriation
and police brutality for their
beliefs and traditions.

The Hoa first began
migrating to Vietnam
during periods of
Chinese colonization,
primarily dynasty
officials and individuals
who were sent into
exile. However,
other groups began
migrating for other
purposes such as to
seek better economic
opportunities and
refuge from China
for political, social,
and economic
purposes.21There are
over 900,000 Hoa
residing in Vietnam
today, mostly in the
southern region.22
Historically, the Hoa
were treated well in
Vietnam since the
North Vietnamese
believed that it
would strengthen
the relationship with
China.23 However, the
relationship between
the North Vietnamese
and the Hoa
community began to
deteriorate following
the end of the Vietnam
War, since the Hoa
community thrived in
business ventures in
South Vietnam during
the war as a result of
the influx of foreign aid
into the region. This
resulted in a reduction
of economic activity in
the north.24

In comparison with
the land expropriation,
discrimination, and poverty
experienced before the
1990s, the Hoa have been
benefiting from Vietnam’s
free economy. However,
Vietnamese authorities
still do not allow private
schools teaching in Chinese
(Mandarin or Cantonese)
to go beyond teaching the
actual language. This results
in some Hoa parents sending
their children to these
schools in order to preserve
their language and culture
rather than to Vietnamesemedium state schools.25

On March 17, 2013, police
beat Vam Ngaij Vaj around his
neck and shoulders and likely
used electric shock on him,
resulting in his death. Vaj and
his wife had been clearing
bush from their field when
they were arrested for “illegally
destroying the forest”; in this
region, authorities harassed
the H’mong by accusing them
of destroying government
property when it was rightfully
Vaj’s property. Vaj and his wife
were separated in detention,
where Vaj was beaten and
tortured until he died. 20
-
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10 Human Rights Watch. (30 March 2011). Vietnam: Montagnards Harshly Persecuted. Retrieved from: http://
www.hrw.ord/news/2011/03/30/vietnam-mantagnards-harshly-persecuted
11 Zabriskie, P. & Doyle, K. (24 July 2004). “Vietnam’s Tribal Injustice”. Time International Magazine (South
Pacific Edition): 29.
12 Nay, R. (2010). “Summary of Montagnard History”. Montagnard Human Rights Organization. Retrieved from:
http://www.mhro.org/montangards-history
13 Michaud, J. (2000). The Montagnards and the State in Northern Vietnam from 1802-1975: A Historical
Overview. Ethnohistory 47(2), 333-368 at p. 337.
14 Zabriskie, P. & Doyle, K. (24 July 2004). “Vietnam’s Tribal Injustice”. Time International Magazine (South
Pacific Edition): 29.
15 Nay, R. (2010). “Summary of Montagnard History”. Montagnard Human Rights Organization. Retrieved from:
http://www.mhro.org/montangards-history
16 United States Commission on International Religious Freedom. (2013). Vietnam: USCIRF 2013 Annual
Report. Retrieved from http://www.uscirf.gov/sites/default/files/resources/Vietnam%202013.pdf
17 Minority Rights Group International. (n.d.). Highland minorities. Retrieved from http://www.minorityrights.
org/2322/vietnam/highland-minorities.html
18 Minority Rights Group International. (2014). State of the World’s Minorities and Indigenous Peoples 2014 –
Vietnam. Retrieved from http://www.refworld.org/docid/53ba8dc75.html
19 United Kingdom Governmental Digital Service. (2013, August 9). Vietnam: Country of origin information
report. Retrieved from https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/
file/310165/Vietnam_COI_report_2013.pdf
20 United Kingdom Governmental Digital Service. (2013, August 9). Vietnam: Country of origin information
report. Retrieved from https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/
file/310165/Vietnam_COI_report_2013.pdf
21 Han, X. (2009). Spoiled Guests or Dedicated Patriots? The Chinese in North Vietnam, 1954-1978. International
Journal of Asian Studies 6(1), 1-36. doi:10.1017|S1479591409000011 p. 7
22 Business Source Complete. (2012, May 1). People: Background Notes on Countries of the World Vietnam.
23 Han, X. (2009). Spoiled Guests or Dedicated Patriots? The Chinese in North Vietnam, 1954-1978.
International Journal of Asian Studies 6(1), 1-36. doi:10.1017|S1479591409000011 p. 3
24 World Directory of Minorities and Indigenous People. (2005). Vietnam Overview. Retrieved from: http://
www.minorityrights.org/3499/vietnam/chinese-hoa.html
25 Ibid.
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